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Abstract 
A knowledge-based system uses its database (also known as its "theory") to produce answers to 
the queries it receives. Unfortunately, these answers may be incorrect if the underlying theory is 
faulty. Standard "theory revision" systems use a given set of "labeled queries" (each a query paired 
with its correct answer) to transform the given theory, by adding and/or deleting either ules and/or 
antecedents, into a related theory that is as accurate as possible. After formally defining the theory 
revision task, this paper provides both sample and computational complexity bounds for this process. 
It first specifies the number of labeled queries necessary to identify a revised theory whose error is 
close to minimal with high probability. It then considers the computational complexity of finding 
this best theory, and proves that, unless P = NP, no polynomial-time algorithm can identify this 
optimal revision, even given the exact distribution of queries, except in certain simple situations. It
also shows that, except in such simple situations, no polynomial-time algorithm can produce atheory 
whose error is even close to (i.e., within a particular polynomial factor of) optimal. The first (sample 
complexity) results suggest reasons why theory revision can be more effective than learning from 
scratch, while the second (computational complexity) results explain many aspects of the standard 
theory revision systems, including the practice of hill-climbing to a locally-optimal theory, based on 
a given set of labeled queries. © 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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I .  Introduction 
There are many fielded knowledge-based systems, ranging from expert systems and 
logic programs to production systems and database management systems [36]. Each such 
system uses its database of general task-related information (also known as its "theory") 
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to produce an answer to each given query; this can correspond to retrieving information 
from a database or to providing the diagnosis or repair appropriate for a given set of 
symptoms. Unfortunately, these responses may be incorrect if the underlying theory 
includes erroneous information. If we observe that some answers are incorrect (e.g., if the 
patient does not get better, or the proposed repair does not correct he device's faults), we 
can then ask a human expert o supply the correct answer. We would like to use the set of 
these correctly-answered queries to produce anew theory that is more accurate; i.e., which 
will make fewer mistakes, on these and other queries drawn from the same distribution. 
Standard learning algorithms use only these queries to learn a good theory. This is 
wasteful in the common situation where the initial theory was already very accurate, 
as such learning algorithms would, in effect, have to re-learn most of the initial theory. 
Instead, it is often more efficient to improve that initial theory. Theory revision is the 
process of using these correctly-answered queries to modify the given initial theory, to 
produce anew, more accurate theory. 
Most theory revision algorithms use a set of transformations to hill-climb through 
successive theories, until reaching a theory whose empirical error is (locally) optimal, 
based on a set of correctly-answered queries; cf. [11,16,47,55,56,58,67]. This report 
addresses the obvious questions about this approach: When is theory revision a good 
idea--and in particular, when should it work more effectively than learning from scratch? 
How many correctly-answered training queries are required? And when is it possible to 
efficiently compute the globally optimal revised theory? 
Section 2 first states the theory revision objective more precisely: as finding the theory 
with the lowest expected error from the space of theories formed by applying a sequence 
of transformations to a given initial theory. (Here each transform involves either adding 
or deleting either a rule or an antecedent.) The next sections address two challenges to 
finding this best revised theory. First, as the error of a theory depends on the distribution of 
queries addressed, the theory that is best for one distribution may not be best for another. 
We therefore need to know information about the distribution to decide which theory is 
optimal. While such information is usually not known a priori, relevant information can be 
estimated by sampling. Section 3 considers the sample complexity--i.e., given any values 
of e, 3 > 0, how many samples (each a query/answer pair) are required to find a theory 
whose error is within e of the optimum (in the specified space of theories), with probability 
at least 1 - 8. We also argue that this theory revision process will often require many fewer 
samples than would be required to learn a good theory from scratch, and further compare 
the relative difficulties of deleting arbitrary portions of a theory, versus adding new parts 
(either new antecedents or new rules). 
The second issue in finding the optimal (or even near-optimal) revised theory is the 
computational complexity of this task, once given these samples. Section 4 first observes 
that finding a good theory is easy if such a good theory is syntactically very close to 
the initial theory--which appears to often be the case, in practice. We then prove that, 
in general, the task of computing the optimal theory in many obvious spaces of theories 
is intractable, even in very simple contexts--e.g., even when dealing with propositional 
Horn theories, or when considering with only atomic queries, or when considering only 
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a bounded number of transformations, etc. 2 These results hold both in situations where 
there is a perfect Horn theory (i.e., there is a Horn theory that correctly labels all of the 
queries), as well as the "agnostic" setting [44], where there need not be any such theory. 
We then show that the "agnostic task" cannot even be approximated; i.e., that no efficient 
algorithm can find a theory whose error is even close to (i.e., within a particular small 
polynomial of) the optimum! We also prove that these negative results apply even when 
we are only generalizing, or only specializing, the initial theory. By providing efficient 
algorithms for other restricted variants of theory revision, we provide sharp boundaries 
that describe xactly when this task is guaranteed tobe tractable. 
These results provide several insights into the theory revision process: The sample 
complexity results argue that theory revision can be better than mbula rasa learning, 
as theory revision can require many fewer samples. The computational complexity 
results show first that theory revision can be performed efficiently if the initial theory is 
syntactically close to a highly-accurate theory; but then that no tractable algorithm will be 
able to find such a globally-optimal theory if it is "syntactically far away" from the initial 
theory. These results motivate the standard practice of hill-climbing to a local optimum-- 
as this will usually find an acceptable theory, even when it is intractable to find an optimal 
one. 
Our negative results may inspire future researchers and developers to look for 
other techniques to modify existing theories, perhaps by changing the underlying 
representation [41,46] or by exploiting other information that may be available, such as 
the assumption (if true) that each training example includes only the information required 
to classify that instance [32]. 
Appendix A supplies the relevant proofs. We close this section by describing related 
research. 
Related results 
Our underlying task, of producing a theory that is as correct as possible, is the 
main objective of most research in inductive learning, including as notable instances 
CART [8], C4.5 [60] and connectionist learning algorithms [38]. While many of these 
systems learn descriptions based on bit vectors or simple hierarchies, our work deals with 
logical descriptions. Here too there is a history, dating back (at least) to Plotkin [57] and 
Shapiro [63], and including the more contemporary FOIL [59] and the body of work on 
inductive logic programming (ILP) [54]. However, while most of these projects begin with 
an "empty theory" and attempt to learn a target logic program by adding new clauses, 
theory revision processes work by modifying agiven initial theory (which can involve both 
adding and deleting clauses), attempting to approximate a more general target function, 
which here need not even correspond to a logical theory. (See also the comparison in 
Section 4.4.) 
There are several implemented theory revision systems. Most use essentially the same 
set of transformations described here---e.g., ALDREY [67], FONTE [55], EITHER [56] 
and DELTA [47] each consider adding or deleting antecedents or rules. Our analysis, and 
2 Throughout, we will assume that P # NP [30], which implies that any NP-hard problem isintractable. This 
also implies certain approximation claims, presented below. 
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results, can easily be applied to many other types of modifications----e.g., specializing or 
generalizing antecedents [56], using "n-of-m rules" [2], or merging rules and removing 
chains of rules that produced incorrect results [11,12]. 3 While those projects provide 
empirical evidence for the effectiveness of their specific algorithms, and deal with 
classification (i.e., determining whether a given element or tuple is a member of some 
target class) rather than general derivation, our work formally addresses the complexities 
inherent in finding the best theory, for handling arbitrary queries. 
There are several related complexity results: First, Cohen [11] observed that the 
challenge of computing the smallest modification was intractable in a particular context; 
this relates to our Corollary 4.1. Second, Wilkins and Ma [66] show the intractability of 
determining the best set of rules to delete in the context of "weighted" rules, where a 
conclusion is believed if a particular function of the weights of the supporting rules exceeds 
a threshold. Our results show that this problem remains intractable (and is in fact, not 
even approximatable) ven in the propositional case, when all rules have unit weight and 
a single rule is sufficient o establish a conclusion. Third, Valtorta and Ling [49,50] also 
considered the computational complexity of modifying a theory. Their analysis, however, 
dealt with a different ype of modifications: viz., adjusting various numeric weights within 
a given network (e.g., altering the certaimy factors associated with the rules), but not 
changing the structure by adding or deleting rules. Fourth, Mooney [53] addressed the 
sample complexity of certain types of theory revision systems. His analysis assumes that 
a completely correct theory can be reached by some sequence of K transformations; our 
sample complexity bounds extend his by considering various specified sets of possible 
transformations, and by not requiring that a perfect heory be within K transformations of
the starting theory. (In fact, our analysis does not even require the existence of a perfect 
theory.) We also consider the computational complexity of such processes. Finally, there 
are a number of results on the complexity of "pac-learning" logic programs from scratch 
(i.e., of inductive logic programming, ILP); cf. [13-15,23]. As mentioned above, this 
framework is different, as ILP systems can return any Horn theory (rather than just the 
theories that are syntactically close to an initial theory), and many ILP systems assume 
there is a Horn theory that is perfect. 
There are many other frameworks that use new observations to improve a given 
description of  the world. For example, many Bayesian systems use such observations to 
update their representations, often by adjusting the (continuous) parameters in a Dirichlet 
distribution within a given belief net structure [37]. We, however, are making discrete 
changes to the structure of the Horn theory. 
Similarly, belief revision systems [1,18,29,40] take as input an initial theory To and a 
new assertion {q, +) (respectively, a new retraction (r, - ) )  and return a new consistent 
theory T' that entails q (respectively, does not entail r) but otherwise is "close" to To [ 18]. 
In general, the resulting revised theory will not depend on the syntactic structure of the 
initial theory--i.e., if TI -- T2, then the theory obtained by revising TI with the assertion 
(q, +) is equivalent to the theory obtained by revising T2 with (q, +).  
3 (1) However, we make no claims concerning the applicability ofour techniques tosystems like KBANN [64], 
which use a completely different means of modifying a theory. (2) The companion paper 131 ]considers yet other 
ways of modifying a theory, viz., by rearranging the order of its component rules or antecedents. 
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Most belief revision formalisms use only a single labeled query (either assertion or 
retraction) to modify an initial theory To, seeking a theory semantically close to To 
that correctly does/does-not entail that query. 4 By contrast, theory revision uses a set 
of labeled queries when modifying To, searching within the space of theories that are 
syntactically close to To for a theory with optimal accuracy, with respect o those queries. 
Notice a theory revision system (1) does not require that the revised theory be correct 
for any specific labeled query, and (2) may produce semantically different heories from 
semantically equivalent initial theories (as it may search different spaces of theories). As a 
final distinction, our results show that the theory revision task is difficult even if both the 
initial and final theories, as well as the queries, are Horn; by contrast, many belief revision 
frameworks deal with arbitrary CNF formulae. (Of course, the standard belief revision 
tasks---e.g., the "counterfactual problem"--are complete for higher levels in polynomial- 
time hierarchy [25].) 
Notice theory revision seeks a theory, from within the syntactically defined class of 
"all theories produced by applying certain syntactical modifications to an initial theory", 
whose performance is optimal on the semantically-defined task of "either entailing, or not 
entailing, certain queries". Below we present two other research corpora that similarly seek 
the "semantically-best" theory from within some "syntactically-defined" class. 
First, there may be no class member that exhibits perfect performance on the task; here, 
for example, no Horn theory may be able to correctly classify all of the labeled queries. 
We still want to find the optimal member of the class. This corresponds exactly to the 
"agnostic learning" model; Kearns et at. [44] have shown that this task is often intractable. 
Our framework differs by dealing with a different class of "samples" (arbitrary queries, 
not bit vectors), and by having a different class of hypotheses (predicate calculus Horn 
theories, rather than propositional conjunctions). More significantly, we present situations 
where the computational task is not just intractable, but is not even approximatable. 
Second, many works on "approximations" [5,19,33,62] and "structural identification" 
[21] seek a theory, of a specified syntactic form, that is semantically close to an explicitly 
given theory Ttarget (i.e., which entails essentially the same set of propositions that Ttarget 
entails). As two representative r sults: Dechter and Pearl [21] agnostically seek a theory 
Wopt, of a specified syntactic form (e.g., Horn or k-Horn) that is a "strongest weakening" 
of a given extension Ttarget; 5 and Kautz et al. [42] provide an efficient randomized 
algorithm that, given an extension Ttarget, agnostically produces a Horn theory W that 
is usually a strong weakening of Ttarget (i.e., with high probability, W's models include 
all models of the original Tta~get, and at most a small number of others). Our results differ 
as (1) our semantic task involves accommodating a set of both positively- and negatively- 
labeled queries, which loosely resembles a conjunction of (Horn) disjunctions, rather than 
4 While the work on "iterated revision" [7,20,27,34] also considers more than a single assertion, it usually deals 
with a sequence ofassertions, where ach new assertion must be incorporated, as it arrives. Afterwards, it is no 
longer distinguished from any other information i the current theory (but see [28]). We, however, consider the 
assertions a  a set, which is seen at once, and whose lements need not all be incorporated. 
5 (i) A k-Horn theory is a Horn theory, defined below, whose clauses each contain at most k literals. (ii) A 
theory Wop t is a "strongest weakening" ofthe theory Ttarget if' Ttarget ~ Wopt and there are no other theories W ~ 
of this syntactic form strictly between Ttarget and Wopt; i.e., Ttarget ~ W t ~ Wopt implies W I =- Wopt. (iii) An 
"extension" is a DNF formula, whose conjuncts are each a complete assignment to he variables. 
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a complete xtension (i.e., a CNF rather than a DNF formula); (2) we seek the theory 
that minimizes the two-sided error (i.e., our set of positively-labeled queries does not 
necessarily entail our revised theory W); and (3) we consider only (Horn) theories within 
a specified space of theories, which is implicitly defined by the syntactic transformations 
applied to a given theory. Hence, our space is typically smaller than the space of all Horn 
theories. 
2. Framework 
We define a "(Horn) theory" as a conjunction of (propositional or first order) Horn 
clauses, where each clause is a disjunction of literals, at most one of which is positive. 
Borrowing from [22,48], we also view a theory T as a function that maps each query to its 
proposed answer; hence, T : Q ~ A, where Q is a (possibly infinite) set of Horn queries, 
and ,A = {Yes, No} is the set of possible answers. 6 Hence, given 
h : -a ,  b. 
h : - f ,  g. 
i : -g ,  j .  
T1 = f : -  c ,  d.  (1) 
©@® ® 
c.  d. e. q. 
T l (h)  =Yes ,  T l ( i )  =No and T l ( i  : -  e ,  j . )=Yes .  We will later use T2, the 
theory that differs from Tl only by excluding the "g : - e ." rule. 
While the non-atomic queries may seem unusual at first, they are actually quite common. 
For example, amedical expert system typically collects relevant data { f I ( p ) . . . . .  fn (p) } 
about an individual patient p, then determines whether p has some specific disease 
d isease / ;  i.e., if T [J {fl  (P) . . . . .  fn (P) } ~ d isease / (p )  , where T is the ex- 
pert system's initial theory that contains general information about diseases, etc. No- 
tice this entailment condition holds iff T ~ ~f l  (P) v . . -  v -"fn (P) v d i sease /  (p) ; 
i.e., iff the Horn query "d isease / (p )  : -  f l  (P) . . . . .  f,, (p ) "  follows from 
the initial theory. Such queries also clearly connect to the standard classification 
task used within Machine Learning: given a complete assignment of the attributes, 
determine whether class membership is entailed. Here, however, we do not neces- 
sarily deal with a single complete assignment---e.g., a theory entails f l& f2  ~ d 
only if all 2 n-2 instances <1, 1, 0 . . . . .  0) through {1, l, 1 . . . . .  I) are all positive 
instances of d (i.e., if each of (f l  = 1, f2 = 1, f3 =0 . . . . .  fn =0,  d= 1) through 
(f l  = 1, f2 : 1, f3 = 1 . . . . .  fn = 1, d = 1) is a model). Moreover, our framework can 
allow many different classes (e.g., both ./1 &f2 ~ d specifying positive instances of d, and 
6 (1) The "No" answer actually means the theory did not find an answer. (2) To simplify our presentation, the 
main body of this paper will deal only with propositional logic; the end of this section discusses the extensions 
needed to deal with predicate calculus. 
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fT&fl9 =:~ e specifying positive instances of e, etc.). Finally, these "classes" can be inter- 
related (via "chaining"); e.g., we can have f l&f2 =~ d, and also fT&d =~ e, etc. See also 
"entailment queries" [26,45]. 
For now, we will assume there is a single correct answer to each question, and represent i  
using the "target function" (or "real-world oracle") O : Q ~ .A. Here, perhaps, O (h) ----- No, 
meaning that "h" should not hold. We will consider two classes of target functions: each 
member of OHorn corresponds to a Horn theory, and each member of OOet corresponds to 
a deterministic mapping of queries to answers (e.g., perhaps O(a)  -- Yes,  O(b  • - a) = 
Yes,  and O(b) = No). While the first class of target function is more standard in the 
Inductive Logic Programming literature (as it guarantees there is a Horn theory capable of 
correctly classifying all of the training data), it is not as realistic for the real-world task of 
finding the best possible theory to explain some observed ata, as real-world data may in 
fact be noisy, or correspond to a situation where there is no perfect heory. This is the same 
motivation that gave rise to the study of "agnostic learning" [44]. 
In general, our goal is to find a theory that is as close to the target function O(.) as 
possible. To quantify this, we first define the "error function" err(-, .) where err(T, q) is 
the error of the answer the theory T returned for the query q: 
err(T, q) a=_~f {0 i fT (q)  = O(q), 
1 otherwise. 
(Notice err(T, .) implicitly depends on the target function O(-).) Hence, as O(h) = No, 
err(T2, "h") = 0 as T2 provides the correct answer while err(T1, "h") = 1 as T1 returns 
the wrong answer. 
This err(T, .) function measures T's error for a single query. In general, our theories 
must deal with a range of queries. We model this using a stationary, but unknown, 
probability function Pr: Q w+ [0, 1], where Pr(q) is the probability that the query q will 
be posed. Given this distribution, we can compute the "expected error" of a theory, T: 
ERR(T) = E[err(T, q)] = Z Pr(q) x en;(T, q). 
qeQ 
We will consider various sets of possible theories, 7" = {Ti }, where each such 7- contains 
the set of theories formed by applying various sequences of transformations to a given 
initial theory; see Section 2.1 below. Our challenge is to identify the theory Topt 6 7" whose 
expected error is minimal; i.e., 
YT e 7": ERR(Topt) <~ ERR(T). (2) 
The next two sections address two challenges in finding such optimal theories: First, the 
optimal theory depends on the distribution of queries. While this is not known initially, 
relevant information can be estimated by observing a set of samples (each a query/answer 
pair), drawn from that distribution. Section 3 quantifies how the number of samples 
required to obtain the information eeded to identify a good T* e 7" (with high probability) 
depends on the space of theories 7" being searched; it then provides the sample complexity 
for various spaces. 
We are then left with the challenge of computing the best theory, once given these 
samples. Section 4 addresses the computational complexity of this process, showing that 
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the task is not just intractable, 7 but it is also not approximatable---i.e., no efficient 
algorithm can even find a theory whose expected error is even close (in a sense defined 
below) to the optimal value. 
The rest of this section describes the transtormations u ed to define the various spaces of 
theories, and then discusses the extensions needed to handle stochastic oracles, predicate 
calculus theories and queries, and non-categorical responses. 
2.1. Standard transformations 
Standard theory revision algorithms modify the given initial theory by applying a 
sequence of zero or more transformations. We consider four classes of transformations: 
ToR = {fOR:7  - ~-~ T I r° lc(T) deletes an existing rule from T}, 
TAlC = {ralc : 7- ~-+ 7- I taR(T)  adds a new rule to T}, 
TDA = {r DA : 7- ~ 7-1 rDa(T) deletes an existing antecedent from an existing 
rule in T}, 
TAA = {r AA : 7- w-~ 7-[ rAA(T) adds a new antecedent to an existing rule in T}. 
We let T = T °o = TOR U TAR U TDA U TAA denote the set of all transformations, and 
let Too[T0] = {T(T0) Iv  ~ T °°} be the theories formed by applying some sequence of 
theory-to-theory transformations v = rl o r2 o- • • o re E Too to the given initial theory To. 
(Table 1 provides a concise reference for the notation used in this paper.) 
The cost function c : T ~-~ A/" maps each transformation r 6 T to the number  of symbols 
it adds to, or deletes from, T to form r (T); we further let c(v )  = C(rl) + c(r2) + . . -  + c(re) 
be the cost of the sequence of transformations v = rl  o z'2 o. • • o rg. In the propositional case, 
c(r  AA) = c(r  DA) = 1 for each transformation that either adds or deletes an antecedent; 
and c( r  Alc) = c(r  °R) = I Pl for each add-rule (respectively, delete-rule) transformation that 
adds (respectively, deletes) the rule p, which has 1 conclusion and Ipl - 1 antecedent 
literals. In predicate calculus, these costs are more complicated, as they depend on the 
number of symbols used in all of  the affected literals. 
We use this cost function to define "K -bounded sequences" 
T K = {U=r l  ore  o . . .o re  Iri c T &c(v )  <~ K} 
whose members v = rl o rz o • • • o re 6 T K are sequences of transformations whose total 
cost c(v )  is at most K. In some situations, we will allow the number  of transformations to 
grow with the size of the theory; here, we will abuse notation by viewing K as a function 
K : 7- ~ ~1, which returns an integer value as a function of the input (size of the) initial 
theory. 
7 A naive way of evaluating err(T, q) would require computing T(q). As this could require proving an arbitrary 
theorem, this computation alone can be computationally intractable, if not undecidable. Our results how that 
the task of finding the optimal theory is intractable even given a polynomial-time oracle that performs these 
arbitrary derivations. Of course, as we are considering only Horn theories, these computations are guaranteed to 
be polynomial-time in the propositional case [6]. 
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Table 1 
Definitions and notation 
T = a theory; i.e., a set of Horn clauses 
/2 = the language used 
Set of transformations T x that map a theory T to a set of new theories Yx (T) 
YAR(T) = { tAR I tAR adds a new clause to a theory T} 
YDR(T) = {r DR I rDRdeletes an existing clauses from a theory T} 
TAA (T) = {r AA I rAAadds a new antecedent toan existing rule in T} 
YDA(T) = {r DA I r DA deletes an existing antecedent from an existing rule in T} 
Sequences of transformations: 
y+A=kl, +R=k2, -A=k3, -R=k4 (T) = theories formed by 
adding ~< k 1 new antecedents toexisting rules in T 
adding ~< k2 new rules to T 
deleting ~< k 3 existing antecedents from existing rules in T 
deleting <~ k 4 existing rules from T 
Notes * each ki = ki (ITI) may be a function of (the size of) the theory considered T 
, y~ ~ y+A=cx~, +R=~,  -A=~,  -R=~ 
y+R ~_ y+A=0, +R=~, -A=0, -R=0, etc. 
Decision Problem, for any Y t = y+A=kl ,  +R=k2, -A=k3, -R=k4 that maps a theory to a set of 
theories: 
THREV[Y t ] Decision problem defined in Definition 1 
THREVperf[Y t] THREV[Y] with p = 1 
Gen'l: THREVOpt[Y t ] allows arbitrary p 
THREVprop[Y t ] = THREV[Y t ] with propositional theories 
Gen'l: THREV pc[Y  t ] allows predicate calculus 
THREVAtom[Yt]THREVAtom[Y "~] with atomic queries 
Gen'll : THREVHorn[Y ~ ] allows Horn queries 
Gen'12: THREVDisj[Y ?] allows arbitrary disjunctive queries 
Optimization Problem, for any Y ? that maps a theory to a set of theories: 
MINTHREv o[ Y t ] minimization problem, 
with "constraints" p C {Perf, Prop, Atom . . . .  } (see above) 
MinPerf [M~NTHREvp[Yt]]( B, x ) = error score of algorithm B on instance x (see Eq. (5)) 
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To illustrate these transformations, consider the T1 theory from Eq. (1). The rDRe 
delete-rule transformation will remove the "g : - e ."  rule, reducing Tt to a new theory 
with only 8 clauses (4 rules and 4 atomic literals), called T2 above. Another delete-rule, 
DA delete-antecedent transformation r D'~ removes the atomic "d . "  clause. The r~:_Lg; -g 
removes the "g" antecedent from the "h : -  f ,  g . "  rule, to form "h : -  f . " ;  an 
alternative delete-antecedent transformation, DA rh:_f,g; _ f ,  removes the " f "  from that rule. 
Of course, yet other delete-antecedent transformations modify other rules. The add- 
antecedent transformation rg:_e;AA +q adds the literal "q" to the "g : - e ."  rule, forming 
"g : -  e ,  q . " ,  at cost c(r..A~_e. +q) = 1.8 A second add-antecedent transformation 
tg ' - -  ' 
rgAA could then add the literal "d" to this rule, forming the "g :-e,q; +d : -  e ,  q ,  d " ;yet 
another i : _g. j  ;AA  +a adds the literal "a"  to " i  : - g ,  j . "  to fo rm" i  : - g ,  j , a . " ,  
etc. Finally, the add-rule transformations add in new clauses: AR "b rb:_f adds : -  f . " ,  
leading to the 10-element theory T3 -- T1 U {b : - f .  }. The cost of this transformation 
i s  AR c(rb:_f)  ----- 2. A different add-rule rAR adds the atomic clause " j  ."  (at cost 1 ), etc. 
As expected, a "transformation sequence" is a sequence of transformations; so applying 
the 3-element sequence 
U = TA:R c o r AA DA g:--e; +q o r f :_c,d; - c  
with total cost 
C(U) = c( rARc)  q- C(r AA q- CiV DA . -  - g:-e; +q) ~ f:-c,d; - c )  = 2+ 1 + 1 =4,  
will transform TI into 
AR . AA DA 
T4 = v (T1) = rb:_ c trg:_e: +q (rf:_c,d: -c (T1))) 
which is a theory with 10 clauses that differs from Tt by including the clause " f  - -  
d . "  rather than " f  : - c ,  d . " ,  including the clause "g : - e ,  q . "  rather than "g 
: - e .  ", and by including an extra clause '% : - c .  ": 
T 4 = 
h : -a ,  b.  
h : - f ,  g.  
i : -g ,  j .  
f : -d .  
g : -e ,  q. 
b : - c .  
c .  d.  e .  q. 
©@® ® 
Of course, one transformation i  a sequence can modify the clause affected by an earlier 
rDR AR . transformation in the same sequence; e.g., v2 = f o r/,:_f ts a no-op, in that v2 (T) --= T, 
(provided "b : - f ."  ¢ T), albeit at a cost of c(rDef._ o tAR_f) = 6. 
Finally, we will also consider various other spaces of transformations, of the form 
8 As we are dealing with a pure version of logic programs, and seeking all answers to each query, the order 
of these antecedents will not matter. Similarly, the order of rules is also irrelevant in this model. The companion 
paper [31] considers alternative models in which these orders can matter. 
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,~+A=kl, +R=k2, -A=k 3, -R=k4 
ErerAA c ( r )  ~< kl & 
EreTAR C(r) ~ k2 & 
= V=r lo r2o . . .o r~ I r ieT& 
EreToa c(r)  ~< k3 & 
EreYoR c(r) ~< k4 
where each integer ki 6 • or ki = ~ is a bound on the sum of the costs of the 
transformations of type Y). We will also abbreviate the superscripts by omitting each 
term of the form "+A = 0", and replacing each "+R = cx~" by simply "+R" ;  hence 
T+A=0, +R=~. -A=7. -R=~ can be written Y "+R" -A=7, -R .  As mentioned above, we will 
sometimes let these ki values be functions of (the size of) the given theory. 
2.2. Extensions 
All of the following theorems will hold even if we use a stochastic real-world oracle, 
encoded as O' : Q × ,,4 w-~ [0, 1], where the correct answer to the query q is a with 
probability O'(q, a). Note, for all q E Q, Y~a O'(q, a) = 1. This allows us to model 
the situation where, for a particular set of observations, different repairs are appropriate 
at different imes; this could happen, for example, if the correct repair depends on some 
unobserved variables as well as the observations; ee [43]. Notice here that err(T, q) = 1 - 
O'(q, T (q)); and that our deterministic oracle is a special case of this, where O'(q, aq) = 1 
for a single aq c ,,4 and O' (q, a) = 0 for all a -7/= aq. 
To handle predicate calculus expressions, we consider answers of the form {Ye s [ Xi /v i  ] }, 
where the expression within each Yes  [.] is a binding list of the free variables, corresponds 
to a single answer to the query. For example, given the theory 9 
Tpc 
tall (john) . short (fred) . 
rich(john), rich(fred). 
eligible(X) :- tall(X), rich(X). 
the query short(Y) will return Tpc(short(Y)): [Yes[Y/fred]J, the query 
r i ch (Z)  will return the pair of answers Tpc( r i ch (Z) )  : {Yes[Z / john] ,  
Yes ]Z / f red] J ,  and Tpc(e l ig ib le  (A)) = [Yes [A / john] ] .  As O(.) and T(.) may 
each return a set of answers to each query, we therefore define T's accuracy score (which 
is 1 - ERR(T)) as the ratio of the number of correct answers, to all answers from both 
O(q) and T(q): 
IO(q) A T(q)l 
err(T, q) = 1 - e [0, 1]. 
JO(q) U T(q)] 
We will use Yes [X /7]  to indicate that there is an instantiation that is satisfied, but the 
particular value of that instantiation is not important. (This corresponds to an "existential 
9 Following PROLOG'S conventions, we will capitalize ach variable, as in the "X'" above. 
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question" [61].) All of the results in this paper hold even when considering only non- 
recursive theories; and all computational results hold even for Datalog (i.e., "function- 
free") theories. 
As a related extension, we can also allow our theories to return T(q) = vDK, which 
stands for the non-categorical nswer "I Don't Know"; here perhaps err(T, q) = 1/2. 
Finally, there are obvious ways of extending our analysis to allow a more comprehensive 
error function err(T, .) that could apply different rewards and penalties for different queries 
(e.g., to permit different penalties for incorrectly identifying the location of a salt-shaker, 
versus the location of a stalking tiger). As these extensions lead to strictly more general 
situations, our underlying task (of identifying the optimal theory) remains as difficult; e.g., 
it remains computationally intractable in general. 
3. Sample complexity 
As mentioned above, a theory revision process seeks a revision of the initial theory 
(from the allowed set of revisions) with the minimum possible expected error, over the 
distribution of queries. While this distribution is unknown, we can use a set of labeled 
samples S = {(qi, O(qi))} to (implicitly) obtain the "empirical error" of each of the 
theories Tj E 7-, written 
1 
ERRs(Tj) = IS-~ ~ err(Tj, qi) (3) 
(qi,O(qi)lES 
and then select the theory whose empirical error is smallest; i.e., the T* in 7" such that 
YTi c 7", ERRs(T*) ~< ERRs(T/). 
While this theory T* does have the least error on the training samples S, it may not be 
the one that has the least error over the entire distribution of queries; i.e., we do not know 
that T* = Topt, or even that ERR(T*) ~ ERR(Topt), using the Topt defined in Eq. (2). 
Basically, this is because we do not know that ERRs(T*) will be close to ERR(T*), nor 
that ERRS(Topt) will be close to ERR(Topt). 
We can however use statistical methods to quantify our confidence in the closeness of 
these estimates, as a function of the number of samples used ISI and the size of the space 
of possible theories, 17"1. The following theorem provides an upper bound on the number 
of samples required to be at least 1 - 3 confident that the true error of empirically-optimal 
theory T* will be within ~ of the truly best theory of 7", Topt: 
Theorem 1 (Vapnik [65, Theorem 6.2]). Given a class of theories 7-, and e, 3 > O, let 
T* ~ T be the theory with the smallest empirical error after 
labeled queries, drawn independently from a stationary distribution. Then, with probability 
at least 1 - 3, the expected error ofT* will be within e of the optimal theory in 7"; i.e., 
Pr[ERR(T*) ~< ERR(Topt) + e] ~> 1 -- 3, using the Toptfrom Eq. (2). 
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Notice this means a polynomial number of samples is sufficient o identify an e-good 
theory from 7" with probability at least 1 - g, whenever ln(17"1) is polynomial in the 
relevant parameters, l0 Of course, this bound will also depend on 1131, the number of 
symbols in the language of the theories, E. (We are not considering new symbols; i.e., 
this set E is fixed.) 
This boundedness property is true for 7" = TK[T0]: 
Observation 1. ln(IYK[T0]I) ~ K × [In(I/El) + 21n(lT01 + K)], where £ is the set of 
symbols in the language of the theories. 
This observation gives some insights into why theory revision may be useful. An ILP 
(or tabula rasa) learning system, which starts with no "approximation" of the target heory, 
may require a great many samples to collect he information required to identify the optimal 
theory Tom; even in the propositional case, f2 (M) labeled queries are required to reliably 
build a size-M theory from scratch (see Theorem 2 below). A theory revision system, 
however, can exploit the initial theory To. In many situations, this To will be syntactically 
close to the optimal Topt (or at least to a theory T. whose error is nearly optimal), in 
the sense that Topt (or T,)  will be in 7"K[T0] for some small K. In particular, when 
K << M = IToptl, the number of samples required to "transform" To to Topt will be much 
less than would be required to learn Topt from scratch. 
(As another way to look at this: A small number of samples is usually sufficient o 
identify the best theory within a small set of theories. In the theory revision framework, 
this set corresponds to the theories that are syntactically close to the initial theory, which 
(in practice) tends to be fairly accurate. As syntactically similar theories often tend to have 
similar accuracies, 11 this space may include many very accurate theories, and so perhaps 
the optimal theory. By contrast, an ILP system is biased to find the best small theory, as 
it prefers theories that are syntactically close to the empty theory. Unfortunately, even the 
best such theory may not be very accurate.) 
We close this section by describing alternative spaces of transformations, and then 
providing lower bounds on the required number of samples. These comments provide a 
theoretical justification for the intuition that it takes more evidence to justify adding a new 
part to a theory, than is required to delete an existing part. Note that several theory revision 
systems, including KRUST [16], incorporate this bias. 
Alternative spaces 
The set "1 "+A=K,+R=K' -A ' -R  strictly extends ]c'K by including transformation- 
sequences that can delete an unrestricted number of symbols, as well as add up to K + K 
symbols. Observe that ln(lT +A=K' +R=/(, -A, -R IT]I) is still polynomial is I£1 and ITI, 
meaning it can potentially be learned using a polynomial number of samples. 
By contrast, consider ]c,+A, +R,-A=K,--R=K, whose transformation-sequences can 
delete only a bounded number (2K) of symbols, but can add an unrestricted number. Here, 
10 Note that even fewer samples are required to reliably determine whether there is a theory in the given space 
of theories T whose rror is within e of a given quantity, say 0%; see [65, Theorem 6.1 ]. 
11 Of course, this is just a heuristic that does not always hold. 
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if E is nontrivial (i.e., includes at least one constant c, one function f and one relation 
symbol r), then T +a' +R,-A=K, -R=K[T ] (and hence In(IT +a, +n,-A=K,-R=K[T]I))  
is infinite. (To see this: Let To = {} be the empty theory and observe that 
T+A, +R, -A=K, -R=K[T0] ~ T+R[T0], and so includes all 2 °~ subsets of the countably 
infinite co ----- {r(c), r ( f (c ) ) ,  r ( f ( f ( c ) ) )  ..... }.) 
The following comment provides a stronger claim, showing that we cannot supply an a 
priori bound on the number of samples required to learn the best theory in the T+R[T0] 
set, much less T +A' +R, -A=K, -R=K [To] or T°C[T0]. 
Lower bounds 
To obtain a lower bound on the number of samples required to be at least 1 - 3 confident 
of finding a theory within e of optimal, we can use 
Theorem 2 (Sample complexity [3,24]). Given a class of  theories 7- and values e, 3 > O, 
let T* E 7- be any theory with empirical error of  ERRs(T*) = 0 based on m samples S 
drawn independently from a stationary distribution over the query class Q. To be at least 
1 - 3 confident hat ERR(T*) is at most ~ (i.e., that Pr[ERR(T*) ~< e] 7> I -- 3, where 
this distribution is the product distribution over sets of samples drawn by the revision 
algorithm), we need at least 
1-e  1 VCd imQ(T) - I /  
m = mlowe~(T, s, 3) ~> max log 3 '  
I e 2ee 
(4) 
samples, where VCdimQ(T)  is the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension of  the set T, with 
respect o the query set Q (defined below). 
(Notice this lower bound assumes there is a theory in 7- whose error is 0; if not, then we 
will require yet more samples to find 7-'s optimal theory.) 
Here, VCdimQ(7-) is the largest number of queries from Q that can "shatter" a subset 
of 7- i.e., the largest number of queries {ql . . . . .  q,} c Q such that, for each of the 
2" possible answer-lists (al . . . . .  an) e {Yes, No}", there is a theory in 7- that produces 
exactly the answers ,  T (q i )  = ai. That is, T must include a theory TN... N that returns No to 
each query (i.e., TN.. .u(qi)  = No for i = 1 . . . . . .  n), another TN...N,Y E 7" that returns No 
to all but the final qn, a third TN... y, N E 7" that returns No to all but qn- l, a fourth that . . . .  
and a 2nth Ty...y ~ 7- that returns Yes to all n queries. If there is no largest such n, we say 
that VCdimQ(T)  is infinite. 12 
Clearly the set of theories y+n[{}] has infinite VC-dimension (provided IEI is non- 
trivial) as it can shatter a set of queries of size n, for any n: Consider the n propositions 
Qn = {r(c), r ( f (c ) ) ,  r ( f ( f ( c ) ) )  . . . . .  r ( f ( . . .  ( f (c ) ) . . . ) )} ,  
n--I 
12 Readers wishing to learn yet more about he "Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension" are referred to [35]. 
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and note that Y "+R [ { }] includes a theory that contains, and hence entails exactly, each subset 
of Qn. This means, for each of the 2 n possible answer-lists (al . . . . .  an) ~ {Yes,No} n, 
T+R[{}] includes a theory that is perfect for 
{(r(c), al) ,  (r(f(c)), a2), (r( f ( f (c))) ,  a3) . . . . .  ( r ( f ( . . .  ( f (c)) . . . ) ) ,  an)}. 
n--I 
We can also produce a set of theories with an exponentially large VC-dimension by 
simply adding new antecedents: 
Observat ion2.  There is a class of theories {Tn} where each ITn[ = O(n), such that 
the VC-dimension of the theo~ set T+A[Tn], formed by applying add-antecedent 
transformations, isexponential inn; i.e., where VCdimQ(T +a [Tn]) ~> 2 n. This holds even 
if all of the queries are atomic, they all correspond to simple instantiations of the same 
relation, and there is a Horn theory, that labels this set perfectly. 
By contrast, using the observations that IT-R[T][  ~ 2 ITI and VCdimQ(T)  ~< ln(lTI), 
we see that VCd imQ(Y-n[T] )  ~< ITI. Similarly, IT-A[T] I  ~ 2 Irl holds, which immedi- 
ately implies VCdimQ(T-A[T] )  ~< ITI, Hence, for these types of transformations X ___ 
{ -R ,  -A},  
mupper(TX[T], e, 3) <~ -~ 
which shows the sample size is (at worst) linear in the size of the initial theory. 
The earlier worst-case results for T +a and T +A cases each require predicate calculus, 
as they rely on using function symbols. In the context of a propositional logic system with 
2n + 1 variables {y, x +, x 1 . . . . .  x +, x~-}, we can easily get VCdimQ(T+R[{}]) >~ 2n: 
±" where each x~ is either x + or x~-, Here, use the 2 n queries "y  : -  x~ . . . . .  x n 
and observe that there is a theory in T+R[{}], of size O(2n), which corresponds to each 
of the 2 2" possible deterministic oracles, where each such oracle maps some subset of 
these 2 n queries to Yes,  and the rest to No. To see that each of these oracles leads to 
a distinct theory, note that each corresponds to a distinct Boolean formula--i.e., here y 
holds iff the disjunction of the rules' respective antecedents holds, which corresponds to 
an arbitrary DNF formula (identifying each x + with X i and x 7 with 2i) and there are 2 2n 
such formulae. 
However, if we are only allowed to ask atomic queries, then there are only n queries 
we can pose (n is number of variables), and so only 2 n possible responses, meaning the 
VCdim of any set of propositional theories can be at most n when considering only atomic 
queries. 
4. Computational complexity 
Our basic challenge is to identify which theory Topt (from a set of revisions) has the 
smallest possible error. The previous section supplied the number of samples needed to 
guarantee, with high probability, that the expected error of the theory whose empirical error 
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Special ization S = any of { T -R, +A (K), T-R (I,'), T+A (K) } 
Any task that "projects" down to an NP-hard task, along any axis, is NP-hard. Here, this means all of the "cross 
terms" are NP-hard. (For example, THREVpredCal, Horn,Perf[:F °z] is NP-hard, as its projection to the "Prop- 
PredCal × Perf-Opt" plane, THREV predeal,Atom,Perf [ T°~], is NP-hard.) The THRE V prop,Horn, Opt[ T ~] case is 
shown explicitly as each of its projections i easy; the ligures omit all other cross-terms. 
Fig. 1. Tractability of theory revision tasks. 
is smallest, T*, will be within e of the expected error of this Topt. This section discusses the 
computational challenge of determining this T*, given these samples. We show first that 
this task is tractable in some simple situations: when considering (1) only atomic queries 
posed to a (2) propositional theory and being allowed (3) an arbitrarily large number of  
modifications to the initial theory, to produce (4) a perfect theory (i.e., one that returns 
the correct answer to every query). This task becomes intractable, however, if we remove 
(essentially) any of these restrictions: e.g., if we seek optimal (rather than only seeking 
"perfect") propositional theories and are allowed to pose Horn queries, or if we consider 
predicate calculus theories, etc. (In fact, it is NP-hard for 21 of the 3 × 2 × 2 × 2 - 24 theory 
revision situations hown on the left-side of Fig. 1.) We see, in particular, that revising a 
theory using a bounded number  of modifications i always difficult (i.e., in all 3 × 2 × 2 
situations; e.g., even if considering only atomic queries and seeking a perfect propositional 
theory). This implies that the task of determining the smallest number of modifications 
required to find a perfect heory is intractable. We also show that many of these tasks are 
not just intractable but worse, they are not even approximatable, xcept in very simple 
situations. 
We also consider two restricted subtasks, which allow only transformation that specialize 
(respectively, only generalize) the initial theory. We show that these tasks, also, are 
intractable and non-approximatable in essentially all situations; i.e., except when all four 
of the above conditions hold. 13 Figs. 1 and 2 summarize the various cases. 
13 Actually, there is one other tractable case in the generalization situation; see Fig. 1. Note that he hardness of 
these restricted situations ( ay when we are only generalizing the theory) does not follow from the hardness of 
the earlier general case (when we consider both generalization a d specializing the theory) in the "agnostic ase". 
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Fig. 2. Approximatability of theory revision tasks. 
4.1. Basic complexity results 
To formally state the problem: Let T*[.] be a function that maps a theory to a set of 
candidate revised theories; here, it refers to some T k~"'k'r'kd''kd,, transformation set. 
Definition 1 (THREV [T ~] Decision Problem). 
INSTANCE: 
- Initial theory T; 
- Labeled training sample S = {(qi, O(qi))} containing a set of Horn queries and the 
correct answers; and 
- Error value p 6 [0, 1 ]. 
QUESTION: Is there a theory T 1 ~ Tt [T]  such that 
! 
ERRs(T') = IS~ Z err(T 1, qi) <~ P? 
(qi,O(qi))ES 
To simplify our notation, we will henceforth write ERR(T) for ERRs(T). 
We will also consider the following special cases: 
- THREVperf[T t] requires that p = 0 (i.e., seeking perfect theories), rather than 
"optimal" theories THREVOpt[T't]; 
- THREVprop[T t] deals with propositional ogic, rather than predicate calculus 
TH R E V predCaI[ T t ] ; and 
- THREVAtom[Y +] deals with only atomic queries, as opposed to Horn queries 
THREV Horn[ Tt  ]. 
We will also use THREVDisj[T "? ] to refer to the task when the queries can be arbitrary 
disjunctions, which need not be Horn. (While the other subscripts are restrictions on 
THREV [T*], this Disj case is more permissive.) 
We will also combine subscripts, with the obvious meanings; hence in general we will 
write THREV A,B,C[Y t] where A ~ {Prop, PredCal}, B E {Atom, Horn, Disj} and C 
{Perf, Opt}. Our default is THREVpredCal, Horn, Opt[T*]. 
When THREVx[Y "t] is a special case of THREV~[Tt],  finding that THREVx[Tt]  
is hard (and later, non-approximatable) immediately implies that THREVq~[T t] is 
hard/nonapproximatable. Similarly, seeing that THREVq~ [T t ] is easy immediately implies 
that each special case of THREV~p [T t ] is easy. As a final note: all of the hardness results 
presented in this paper hold even if we only consider "3-Horn theories"--i.e., rules whose 
antecedents contain at most 2 literals. 
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It is easy to find the optimal theory in certain degenerate cases, where either the 
individual queries can be decoupled (e.g., when using atomic propositional queries) or 
when our actions are forced (e.g., when seeking perfect propositional theories and we are 
allowed an unrestricted number of modifications): just throw away the original theory, 
then add in propositions corresponding tothe "Yes-labeled queries". In every other case, 
however, the task is intractable: 
Theorem 3. 
(a) The THREVprop,Atom, Opt[7 "°°] and THREVprop.Horn.Perf[T °c] decision problems 
(and hence THREV prop,Atom,Perf[ T~c]) ate easy. 
Each other problem--in particular, 
(b) THREV prop,Horn, Opt[T°°], 
(C) THR E V predCal.Atom,Perf [ T cx~] and 
(d) THREV prop, Disj, Perf[T'~], 
and each of their generalizations--is NP-hard. 
This information is summarized in the lower left "Unbounded, Arbitrary" graph of 
Fig. 1. 
Each of these negative results (parts (b), (c) and (d) above) requires that the training 
data is produced by a (-gOet oracle, which supplies a (deterministic) mapping from queries 
to answers, but does not guarantee that implied target heory is necessarily consistent. In 
the following theorems, we will explicitly state whether the results hold even if the reviser 
knows that the oracle is in OHorn. 
The above theorem describes the complexity of computing the best theory when we are 
allowed to use an arbitrarily expensive sequence of transformations. (N.b., this permits the 
theory revision system to throw away the entire initial theory, and generate an arbitrary 
new theory!) In many cases, however, we may want to consider only short sequences of 
transformations--i.e., only consider members of T x IT] for small K. If K is constant, hen 
T K [T] contains only a polynomial number of theories, which means we can efficiently 
simply enumerate and test all of these theories. Hence, the associated decision problem is 
easy: 
Observation 3. For constant K, the THREVprop,Atom,Perf[T K ] decision problem can be 
solved in polynomial time. 
This small-K assumption seems implicit to many theory revision systems. Notice, in 
particular, that this renders theory revision solvable, as this means we will need to see only 
a small number of samples (see Observation 1), and then perform asimple computation. 
However, for some non-constant values of K, the task again becomes intractable: 
Theorem 4. For K = ~2 ( Ivc~), the THRE V prop,Atom, Perf[ Y K ] decision problem is NP- 
hard. This is true even if we consider only labeled queries produced by an (QHorn oracle 
(i.e., even when we know there is a Horn theory that correctly labels all of  the queries). 
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The observation that determining such "K-step perfect theories" is NP-hard leads 
immediately to: 
Corollary 4.1. It is NP-hard to compute the minimal-cost transformation sequence 
required to produce a perfect theory (i.e., to compute the smallest K for which there 
is a Tperfect E TK[T] such that ERR(Tperfect) = 0), even in the propositional case when 
considering only atomic queries, and when the labeled queries are produced by an OHorn 
oracle. Here, it is also NP-hard to compute the "minimal-length" transformation, where 
the length of the transformation sequence r to  r2 o ... o rk is simply k--i.e., when each 
transformation has "unit cost". 
(This is the obvious minimization problem corresponding to Theorem 4's decision 
problem.) 
This negative result shows the intractability of the obvious proposal of using a breath- 
first transversal of the space of all possible theory revisions: First test the initial theory 
To against he labeled queries, and return To if it has 0% error. If not, then consider all 
theories formed by applying a single (unit-cost) transformation, and return any perfect 
T l ~ T l [To]; and if not, consider all theories in T 2 [To] (formed by applying sequences of 
transformations with cost at most two), and return any perfect T2 c T2[To]; and so forth. 
(Notice this may involve using successively more samples on each iteration, ~ la [51].) 
4.2. Approximatability 
Many decision problems correspond immediately to optimization problems; for exam- 
ple, the MINGRAPHCOLOR decision problem 
Given a graph G = (N, E) and a positive integer K, can each node be labeled by one 
of K colors in such a way that no edge connects two nodes of the same color; see 
[30, p. 191 (CHROMATIC NUMBER)]? 
corresponds tothe minimization problem: Find the minimal coloring of the given graph G. 
We can similarly view the THREV x [T t ] decision problem as either the minimization prob- 
lem: "Find the T 1 c Tt[T] whose error is minimal", or the maximization problem: "Find 
the T I 6 7"t[T] whose accuracy is maximal", where a theory's accuracy is 1 - ERR(T). 
(While the maximally accurate theory also has minimal error, these two formulations can 
lead to different approximatability results.) For notation, let "MINTHREV x [Tt] '' (respec- 
tively, "MAXTHREV x [T*] '') refer to the minimization (respectively, maximization) prob- 
lem. 
Now consider any algorithm B that, given any MINTHREV x [T t] instance x = (T, S) 
with initial theory T and labeled training sample S, computes a syntactically egal, but not 
necessarily optimal, revision B(x) E Tt[T]. Then B's "performance ratio for the instance 
x" is defined as 
ERR(B(x)) 
MinPerf [MINTHREV X [T t ] ] (B ,x )  = ERR(opt(x)) if ERR(Opt(x)) ~ 0, (5) 
0 otherwise, 
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where opt(x)= optMINTHREVx(yt)(X) is the optimal solution for this instance; i.e., 
opt((T, S)) is the theory Topt ~ Yt[T]  with minimal error over S. 
We say a function g(-) "bounds B's performance ratio (over MINTHREV x [Tt ] )  '' iff 
Vinstancesx ~ MINTHREVx[Yt],  MinPerf [MINTHREVx[Yt]]( B,x ) <~ g(lxl)  
where Ix] is the size of the instance x = (T, S), which we define to be the number of 
symbols in T plus the number of symbols used in S. Intuitively, this g(.) function indicates 
how closely the B algorithm comes to returning the best answer for x, in the worst case 
over all MINTHREV x IT  t ] instances x. 
Now let Poly(MINTHREVx[Tt]) be the collection of all polytime algorithms that 
return legal (but not necessarily optimal) answers to MINTHREV x [T t] instances. It is 
natural to ask for the algorithm in Poly(MINTHREV x [y t ] )  with the best performance 
ratio; this would indicate how close we can come to the optimal solution, using only 
a feasible computational time. For example, if this function was the constant 1 (x) --= 1 
for MINTHREVprop[Y°°], then a polynomial-time algorithm could produce the optimal 
solution to any MINTHREVprop[Y °~] instance; as THREVprop[T °°] is NP-complete, 14 
this would mean P = NP, which is why we do not expect o obtain this result. Or if this 
bound was some constant c(x) = c c R +, then we could efficiently obtain a solution within 
a factor of c of optimal, which may be good enough for some applications. 15 
However, not all problems can be so approximated. Following [17,39], we define 
Definition 2. A minimization problem MINP is POLYAPPROX if 
V F E •+, 3B× E Poly(MINP), Vx E MINP, MinPerf[MINP](By, x) <. ]xl ×. 
Lund and Yannakakis [52] prove that (unless P = NP) the "MINGRAPHCOLOR 
minimization problem" is not POLYAPPROX--i.e., there is some F ~ [~+ such that no 
polynomial-t ime algorithm can always find a solution within Ix[ × of optimal. We use that 
result to prove: 
Theorem 5. Unless P = NP, none of 
MINTHREV prop,Disj[ T~], MINTHREV predCal, Horn[ T °~] 
and 
MINTH RE V prop,Awm[ T K ] 
is POLYAPPROX. 
While these results may at first seem immediate, given that it is NP-hard to determine if a 
perfect heory exists, notice from Eq. (5) that MinPerf [MINTHREV[T~]](  • ) essentially 
ignores such perfect heories. Note also that this result holds in the context based on an 
"inconsistent" OOet oracle; in such situations, no theory can be perfect. 
14 While Theorem 3only proves THREVprop[Y c~] to be NP-hard, this problem isclearly in NE 
15 There are such constants for some other NP-hard mmimization problems. For example, there is a polynomial- 
time algorithm that computes a solution whose cost is within a factor of 1.5 for any TRAVELINGSALESMAN- 
WITH-TRIANGLE-INEQUALITY problem; see [30, Theorem 6.5]. 
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As Ix l can get arbitrary large, this result means that these MINTHREVx[Tt ] tasks 
cannot be approximated by any constant, nor even by any logarithmic factor nor any 
sufficiently small polynomial, etc. 
4.3. Specialcases 
If the theory is too general (i.e., returns Yes too often), then we may want to consider 
"specializing" it by applying only the "delete-rule" and "add-antecedent" transformations. 
In particular, recall that T+A'-R[T] is the set of theories obtained using an arbitrary 
number of such transformations, and T -R [T] (respectively, T +A [T]), is the set of theories 
obtained by applying an arbitrary number of "delete-rule" (respectively, "add-antecedent") 
transformations. Similarly, if the theory is too specific (i.e., returns No too often), then 
we may want to consider "generalizing" it by applying only the "add-rule" and "delete- 
antecedent" transformations; here, we consider T +R'-A [T], T +R [T] and T -A [T], which 
are the set of theories obtained by applying an arbitrary number of such transformations. 
Even using only these transformations, almost all of these tasks remain intractable: 
Theorem 6. For each 
S E { y-R,+A, y -R ,  y+A}, 
S K E { y-R=K, +A=K y-R=K, y+A=K}, 
E {y+R,-Z, T+R, y-A},  
~K G{T +R=K'-A=K T+R=K, T-A=K]: 
(1) It is easy to solve 
(a) THREV t'rop,atom,Perf[S], and 
(b) YHREV Prop, Horn,Perf[G], 
(2) Each of the following is NP-hard: 
(a*) THREVerop,atom, Opt[S], 
(b) THRE V prop,Horn,Perf [ S], 
(C*) THREV predCal, atom,Perf[S], 
(d*) THREV prop,atom,Perf[SK ]. 
(3) Each of the following is NP-hard: 
(a*) THREVprop,Atom, Opt[~], 
(b) THREV prop,Disj, Perf[G], 
(C) THREV predCal,atom,Perf[G], 
(d*) THREV prop,atom, Perf[~K ]. 
(The "* "s above indicate that the problem is hard even if the target function is constrained 
to be in OHorn.) 
Worse, 
Theorem 7. Unless P = NP, none of the following is POLYAPPROX: 
(1) MINTHREV predCat,Atom[ S] and MINTHREV prop.Horn[ $] for ,3 E { T -R' + A, T -R, 
T+A}. 
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(2) MINTHREVpredCaI,Atom[~] andMINTHREVprop, Disj[~] for Q e {7" +R'-A, 
y-a}. 
(3) MINTHREVprop,Atom[Y?]for Y+E {y+A=K,-R=K), T-R=K, y+A=K, 
],,-A=K,+R=K, y+R=K, y-A=K}. 
y+R,  
In each of these cases, however, there is a straight-forward polynomial-time algorithm 
that can produce a theory whose accuracy (n.b., not inaccuracy) is within a factor of 2 of 
optimal. Here, we use the ratio of an algorithm's accuracy to the optimal value 
MaxPerf [MAXTHREV x [Yt]]( B, x ) = 1 - ERR(opt(x)) 
1 - -  ERR(B(x)) 
Theorem8.  ForeachY t E{T -R'+A, T -R, y+A,  y+R,-A y+R, y-A}, 
3By e Poly(MAXTHREV[Yt]) MaxPerf [MAXTHREV[Yt]](B,,  x ) ~< 2. 
The companion paper [3 1] considers other related cases, including the above special 
cases in the context where our underlying theories can use the not  (.) operator to return 
Yes  if the specified goal cannot be proven; i.e., using Negation as Failure [10]. It also 
considers the effect of re-ordering the rules and the antecedents, in the context where 
such shufflings can affect the answers returned. In most of these cases, we show that the 
corresponding maximization problem is not in POLYAPPROX--i.e., is not approximatable 
within a particular polynomial. 
4.4. Comments 
Asymmetry 
There is an interesting asymmetry between the complexities of addressing 
THREVprop,ttorn, Perf[Y +R] versus THREVprop,Horn,Perf[y-R], as the first is easy to com- 
pute, while the second is intractable. Towards explaining this, notice the actions of an "add- 
rule" revision system Rev +R are forced: on encountering each positively-labeled query 
(/9 : - ~o; Yes), it should simply add p :-- (p if the initial theory does not already en- 
tail "p : - ~0"; and on encountering a negatively-labeled query (p : -  q91 . . . . .  q~n; No), it 
should add each unentailed qgi. Clearly there is a perfect heory in Y +R [T] iff the resulting 
theory is perfect. 
The actions of a "delete-rule" revision system Rev -R are not as obvious: Given the pair 
of labeled queries (p : - q)l . . . . .  ~Pn; Yes) and (p; No), Rev -R must now make Ai ~0i 
un-entailed, which happens if at least one of the q)i is deleted; here, however, Rev -R can 
select which one. As shown in the proof for Theorem 6, it can be NP-hard to find the 
appropriate such q)i, given the other labeled queries. 
Notice, by contrast, that the sample complexiO, of deleting rules is easily bounded, 
whereas the sample complexity of adding rules, in the predicate calculus case, has no such 
bound. This suggests the opposite conclusion: that adding rules requires more information 
and so should be harder. 
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Need only positive non-Horn queries 
While several of the proofs do use non-atomic queries, these queries are always positive; 
i.e., of the form <p : -~0; Yes). Hence, all of theorems that deal with MINTHREV..,Horn,... [-] 
continue to hold even if the Horn queries are restricted to be labeled positively. The proofs 
do, however, require both atomic queries that are labeled positively, and other atomic 
queries that are labeled negatively. 
Relation to inductive logic programming (ILP) 
While several of our proofs involve adding new clauses to an initially empty theory (see 
Theorems 3(b)-(d), 5(a) and (b), 6(3b) and (3c) and 7(2b)), notice the target function O (.) 
being approximated does not necessarily correspond to a Horn theory (i.e., O(-) is not 
always in OHom); hence, these results deal with a situation that differs from the standard 
ILP task. In fact, many of these tasks become asy if we consider only target functions 
that correspond to Horn theories. Frazier and Pitt [26], however, prove that learning a 
perfect Horn theory from Horn queries (which corresponds to THREVprop,Horn,Perf[T ~c]
when the target oracle is in OHorn) is as hard as learning arbitrary CNFs from examples in 
this "PAC" framework; n.b., the latter is an open problem in the Computational Learning 
Theory community. 
As a final comment on this theme: It is tempting to view theory revision as simply ILP, 
where the initial theory is non-empty. If this were so, we could then "lift" the ILP results to 
this theory revision context, after simply "dividing through" by the initial theory. However, 
typical ILP results deal only with adding in new facts and rules. As our theory revision 
systems must also consider emoving parts of the given theory (e.g., deleting existing rules 
and antecedents of rules), we cannot directly apply those ILP results. 
5. Conclusion 
A knowledge-based system can produce incorrect answers to queries if its underlying 
theory is faulty. A "theory revision" system transforms a given theory into a related 
one that is as accurate as possible, based on a given set of correctly-answered "training 
queries". This paper analyses this task in an attempt to obtain a better understanding of
the underlying process. The positive results (especially Observations 1 and 3) show that a 
theory revision system can work effectively if the initial theory To is "close to" a theory 
T* with low error (i.e., if such a T* is in YX(T0) for some small K), as this guarantees 
that (1) the required number of samples will be small (and often considerably less than 
are required to learn an effective theory from scratch) and more importantly, (2) even 
a naive exhaustive algorithm will be able to identify this good theory efficiently. Notice 
this condition is true in the typical situation, when the initial theory To corresponds to 
a deployed system, and hence itself has low error. (Of course, the revision process will 
usually find a yet better theory.) 
Our negative results, however, show that this is essentially the only situation where 
theory revision is guaranteed tobe computationally feasible: We prove that finding a theory 
whose error is even close to optimal cannot be done efficiently if we are forced to consider 
more expensive revisions, which involve extensive modifications. Moreover, these negative 
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results hold even if we consider the obvious restricted sets of possible modifications: e.g., 
"only generalization transformations" or "only specification transformations". 
We view these results as partially explaining several standard theory revision practices. 
First, the standard justification for theory revision, in general, is the intuition that a 
relatively small number of samples hould be sufficient to transform a nearly-perfect theory 
into an even better theory; note this intuition has been borne out empirically [47]. Our 
sample complexity results prove this in general: showing that it can take fewer samples 
to produce a very good theory T* by revising an already good theory, than are required 
to learn this T* from scratch. Moreover, the further observation that fewer samples are 
required to justify deleting parts of a theory, rather than adding new parts, motivates theory 
revision algorithms that focus on the first task [16]. We next examined the computational 
challenge of producing such T* theories, and saw this is intractable if T* is syntactically 
far from the initial theory To. As we do not a priori know that To will be close to a theory 
with minimal error, seeking the globally optimal theory is problematic. It therefore makes 
sense to instead accept a locally optimal revised theory; this in turn resonates with the 
standard theory revision practice of hill-climbing. 
Finally, as noted in the Introduction, we hope these results will help push researchers 
and developers toconsider other approaches torevising a sub-optimal theory--perhaps by 
finding useful special cases, employing alternative approaches (possibly stochastic, or like 
KBANN [64]), changing representations, or exploiting other types of information present, 
in either the labeled queries, or the reviser's prior knowledge. 
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Appendix A. Proofs 
Theorem 1 (Vapnik [65, Theorem 6.2]). Given a class of theories T,  and e, 6 > O, let 
T* ¢ 7- be the theory with the smallest empirical error after 
[ 2 ln{ITl '] ' ]  
mupper(7-, ~, (~) ---- i ~- ~ k---~/] l 
labeled queries, drawn independently from a stationary distribution. Then, with probability 
at least 1 - 6, the expected error o fT*  will be within s of the optimal theory in 7-; i.e., 
Pr[ERR(T*) ~> ERR(Topt) -- e] >~ 1 -- 8, using the Topt from Eq. (2). 
Proof. As the queries are generated by a stationary distribution, we can view the values 
of {err(T, qj)}j  as  independent, identically-distributed random values with common pop- 
ulation mean ERR(T). Let ERRs(T) be the sample mean after taking m = mupper(7-, e, 8) 
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samples, S. Hoeffding-Chernoffbounds [4,9] bound the confidence that ERRs(T) will be 
close to ERR(T): 
Pr[[ERRs(T)- ERR(T)[ > i [  < e -2m;~2. 
Using the above value for m, this means Pr[IERRs(Ti) -- ERR(T/)] > e/2] < 8/ITI holds 
for each Ti e 7"; this implies that the probability that [ERRs(T/) -- ERR(T/)[ > 6/2 holds 
for any i is at most Pr[3i]ERRs(Ti) -- ERR(Ti)I > 6/21 ~< 17"1(6/17"1). In particular, this 
means that the empirical accuracy of both the T* and Topt theories mentioned above will 
be within 6/2 of their respective xpected accuracy, with probability at least 1 - 6. Hence, 
with probability at least 1 - 6, 
ERR(T*) -- ERR(Topt) = (ERR(T*) -- ERRs(T*)) + (ERRs(T*) -- ERRS(Topt)) 
+ (ERRS(Topt) -- ERR(Topt)) 
~<e/2+O+e/2=e 
as desired. [] 
Observation 1. In(ITK[T0]I) ~< K x [ln(l£1) + 2In(IT01 + K)], where 12 is the set of 
symbols in the language of the theories. 
Proof. To get a quick upper bound: Given d = 1121 possible symbols, we can add in 
only d K possible sy.mbols cattered among the existing n = IT0[ symbols of To, leading 
to at most d K (n+x) new theories. For each of these theories, we can then remove at 
most K symbols from the (at most) n + K symbols, which leads to a total of (at 
K n+K n+K most) I TK[T0]I <~ d ( K ) × ( x ) <<- d K (n + K)K (n + K)K, whose logarithm is given 
above. [] 
Observat ion2. There is a class of theories {Tn}, where each ITnl = O(n), such that 
the VC-dimension of the theory set T+A[Tn], formed by applying add-antecedent 
transformations, isexponential in n; i.e., where VCdimQ(T+A[Tn]) ~ 2 n. This holds even 
if all of the queries are atomic, they all correspond to simple instantiations of the same 
relation, and there is a Horn theory that labels this set perfectly. 
Proof. For each n, use the theory 
c(X l  . . . . .  Xn) : -  ~true. 
~.true • 
Tn = index  ( [ ] , 1 ) . 
index(  [0 I Rest] ,  [Ao,AI] ) :- index(  Rest,  A0 ). 
index(  [i ] Rest] ,  [A0,A]] ) :- index(  Rest,  A1 ). 
of size O(n). Notice the index  relation basically uses the first argument as an index into 
the n-dimensional second argument, and then succeeds only if the indexed value (of the 
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second argument) is 1. Hence, the query index  ( [ 1 ,0 ,1  ] , [ [ [ 1 ,0  ] , [ 0 ,1  ] ] , 
[ [1 ,3_ ] ,  [0 ,0 ] ] ]  ) w i l l subgoa l to index(  [0 ,1 ] ,  [ [1 ,1 ] ,  [0 ,0 ] ]  ) then 
to index(  [1 ] ,  [1 ,1 ]  ) and finally to index(  [ ] ,  3_ ) ,whichsucceeds. How- 
ever, index(  [1 ,1 ,0 ] ,  [ [ [1 ,0 ] ,  [0 ,1 ] ] ,  [ [3 - ,1 ] ,  [0 ,0 ] ] ]  ) will reach the 
subgoal index  ( [ ] , 0 ) and so will fail. Now consider the 2 n possible literals of 
the form fir = index(  [Xt . . . . .  Xn],  ( r ) ) ,  each formed by storing either 0 
or 1 in each of (r)'s 2 n "locations", and note that one r AA e TAA could add each such Pr 
literal to the "c (XI . . . . .  Xn ) : - ~true ."  rule, forming c (Xl . . . . .  Xn ) : - ~'true, 
i ndex(  [X~ . . . . .  Xn] ,  (r) ) . (Notice this requires (r) to be exponentially large.) 
The T +A [Tn ] space therefore includes theories that can return Yes to any subset of the 2 n 
{c (xi  . . . . .  x .  ) [×i e {0, 1}} queries, meaning VCdimQ(T+A[T,]) >~ 2 n. [] 
Theorem 3. 
(a) The THREV prop,Atom, Opt[ 7"~[ and THREV prop, Horn, Perf[T "°c] decision problems 
(and hence THREV prop,Atom,Perf[ T~] )  are easy. 
Each other problem--in particular, 
(b) THREV prop.Horn, Opt[ T~], 
(C) THREV eredCal, Atom,Perf[ T'cx:], and 
(d) THREV prop, Oisj, Perf[T'e~], 
and each of their generalizations--is NP-hard. 
Proof. (a) The obvious algorithm for both THREVprop,Atom, Opt['l ~w] and 
THREV,orop,Horn, Perf[T c~] takes (T, S, p) as its argument and first removes all of the ini- 
tial theory T, then adds in each "yes-labeled" query (or in the stochastic ase, adds in 9) 
whenever S includes more instances of (¢p; Yes)  than (q); No)), and finally returns Yes  
iff the resulting new theory is sufficiently accurate. 
(b) We show THREVprop,Ho,.,,Opt[T °°] is NP-hard by reducing to it the NP-complete 
decision problem: 
Definition A.1 (MAXINDSET Decision Problem [30, p. 194]). Given any graph G : 
(N, E), with nodes N = {ni} and edges E <_- N x N, and a positive integer k e Z +, is there 
an independent set of size k; i.e., a subset S C N such that ISl = k and Vsl, s2 e S, (s~, s2) 
CE? 
Given any graph G = (N, E) and specified size of the independent set k, let TG = {} be 
the empty theory, and let SG be the following ( ]N Ix  1) + (]E] × IN}) + (1 x JNI) queries 
(n; Yes> 
SG = (b : -  n,  
<b; No> 
m; Yes) 
forn e N, 
(Ask each of these INI queries 1 time.) 
for (n, m) e E. 
(Ask each of these [El queries IN[ times.) 
(Ask this query IN[ times.) 
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Now observe that G has an independent set of size k iff there is a theory Topt 6 T '~[TG]  
formed by adding new rules to TG = {}, 16 whose error is p = (IEI - k)/( lN[(2 + IEI)): 
(==, )  Suppose G has an independent set of size k; call this independent set U = 
{ni }k l  C N. Let Tu  be the theory obtained by adding to T6  = {} the corresponding ni 
atomic clauses, i = 1 . . . . .  k, as well as the IEI rules "b  : - n ,  m", for each (n, m) • E. 
Hence T~ is correct for all INI copies of the IEI different (b : - n ,  m; Yes)  queries. 
As U is independent, it contains at most one of any (n, rn) • E pair, which means Tu  can 
contain at most one of any such {n, m} pair, which means Tu  wil l  not entail the b literal. 
Hence To  is correct for all [NI copies of the {b; No) query. As Tu  also entails k of  the n]  
literals, as well as all I El of the "b  : - n ,  m" rules, its error is ([ E t - k) / ( t  N I (2 + t E I)), 
as desired. 
(¢==) Suppose we can add a set of clauses to TG to form a theory T'  whose error is 
P = (IEI - k) / ( Ig[ (2 + IEI)). Notice first that the obvious clauses to add are of the form 
"b  : - n ,  m" and "n / ' ;  adding in any other clause can only increase our error. We can 
assume that T'  includes all IEI of the "b  : -  n ,  m" clauses, as otherwise its error wil l  
be strictly over p. Let U = {ni } be the set of n is  added, i f  this U includes both the literals 
n and m corresponding to any "b  : - n ,  m" rule, then T'  would entail b,  which alone 
prevents T 's  error f rom equaling p. We can therefore assume that U includes at most one of 
any {n, m} pair, which means that U corresponds to an independent set. As ERR(T')  = p,  
this set must contain k elements, as desired. 
(c) We show that THRgVpredCaI ,Atom,Perf[T ~c ] is NP-hard by reducing to it the 
(canonical) NP-complete problem: 
Def in i t ion A.2 (3SAT Decision Problem [30, p. 259]). Given a set U = {ut . . . . .  Un} of  
variables and formula q) = {c~ . . . . .  Cm} (a conjunction of clauses over U) such that each 
clause c e C is a disjunction of 3 (positive or negative) literals, is there a satisfying truth 
assignment for q9 ? 
Given any 3SAT formula 99, let T~0 = {} be the empty theory. To define the query/answer 
pairs, for each c = {@1, tTj2, t/j3} clause, let 
vE]c l l  : 
v (X1 . . . . .  Xn ) ] {X j l / sgn  (U j l ) ,  X j2 /sgn  ( t t j2) ,  Xj3 /sgn  (/~j3) } ], 
where sgn(u j )  = 0 and sgn(tT j )  = 1. As an example,  v [ [ {u3, us, t~8} ] ] = v (X l ,  
x2,  0,  x4,  0, x6,  X7, 1,  x9) ,  when there are 9 variables. Now for any 3SAT 
formula q9 = {Cl, c2 . . . . .  Cm } let 
/ (v (X I ,  X2 . . . . .  Xn)" Yes[{XI /7 ,  X2/9 . . . . .  Xn/?]). / 
S~0 / / <v[ [c i [  ]; No> foreach i= l  . . . . .  m. 
16 Given that T G is empty, there is no reason to consider any other type of transformation. Also, while this 
proof considers adding atomic lauses (also known as "literals"), it is trivial to consider a variant hat adds "non- 
degenerate" clauses by replacing each nj literal with the rule "nj : - g.true - " ,  and assuming the initial theory 
TG t includes the literal ftrue- 
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For now, assume also require that the language for this theory include only the two constant 
symbols 0 and 1, and no function symbols, as well as the relation symbol v. 
We now show that there is a theory Tot, t e yoc[{}] whose error is ERR(Topt) = 0 iff 
there is a satisfying assignment of ~0. 
(e==) Let f :  U ~ {1,0} be an assignment that satisfies ~0, and let T' e Y[{}] be the 
theory formed by adding to T~ = {} the unit clause v( f (u l ) ,  f (u2)  . . . . .  f (un) ) .  
(For example, if f = {(ul, 1), (u2,0), (u3,0), (u4, 1)}, then T' = {v(1 ,  0, 0, 1)}.) 
Observe immediately that, as T' entails an instance of v (Xt,  x2 . . . . .  Xn ), it satisfies 
the first query, and that v ( f (u l ) ,  f (u2)  . . . . .  f (un) )  will not match any of the 
v [ ] ci I ] literals: for example, consider ci = {u3, u5, t~8}. As f satisfies ~0, it must satisfy 
this ci, which means f (u3)  = 1 or f (u5)  -- 1 or f (u8)  = 0, which means v( f (u l ) ,  
f (u2)  . . . . .  f (un) )  will notmatchv(x l ,  X2, 0, X4, 0, x6,  XT, 1, X9). 
Hence, T' will produce the correct answers to all of the S~0 queries, and so its error is 0. 
(===>) Suppose we can form a perfect theory Topt by adding some clauses to {}. To 
satisfy the first query, Topt must  include some instance of v ( . . .  ). Let v (a l  . . . . .  
an ) be any such literal. We need only show that the mapping f (u i )  = ai is a satisfying 
assignment. First, recall the only constant symbols are { 0, 1 }, which means f ' s  range is 
appropriate. Second, towards a contradiction, assume f does not satisfy some clause, say 
ci = {u3, us, 178}, which means f (u3)  = 0, f (u5)  -= 0 and f (u8)  = 1. This means a literal 
in Topt will match the v [ I ci I ] literal, which means Top, is not perfect; contradiction. 
To remove the restriction on the language: If the language includes other constant 
symbols, say { s t . . . . .  Sm }, just include m x n additional labeled queries, each of the form 
<V(Xl . . . . .  X j - - l ,  S i ,  X j+ 1 . . . . .  Xn ) ; No). We can similarly deal with any 
function symbols, say {fl . . . . .  fk}, by including the k x n additional labeled queries of 
the form (V ( Xl . . . . .  X j - l ,  f i (Y l  . . . . .  Ym, ) ,  X j+l  . . . . .  Xn) ;  No} . (Of  
course, each f i  is of arity mi.) 
(d) We also use 3SAT to show that TUREVe.,p,Disj, Perf[Y °c ] is NP-hard: Once again let 
the initial theory be empty { }, and let 
(0.il Vu i2Vu i3 ;  Yes) 
$1o= <b : -u i ,  1]i; Yes> 
<b; No) 
I 
for ci = {U/l, ui2,/,/i3}, i = 1 . . . . .  m. / 
/ fo r i=  1 . . . . .  n. 
fo r /= 1 . . . . .  n. 
To explain the notation: the query corresponding to cl = {u3, u5, t~8} is "u3 v u5 v fiB", 
and the correct answer to this query is Yes.  
We now show that there is a theory Topt 6 "Fee[{}] whose error is ERR(Topt) = 0 iff 
there is a satisfying assignment for ~0. 
(¢:==) Let f :  U ~-~ {1, 0} be an assignment that satisfies ~o, and let T' e T°°[{}] be the 
theory formed by adding to { } the unit clause ui if f (ui) = 1, and 171. i if f (u i ) = 0, as well as 
the n rules "b : - u i ,  Cti" for i = 1 . . . . .  n. To see that ERR(T') = 0, observe first that T' 
answers all m "b : - u i ,  ~i"  queries correctly. Secondly, as T' includes exactly one of 
each {ui, 13.i } pair, its answer to the b query is T ' (b)  = No. As f is a satisfying assignment, 
for each j ,  either f (u i )  = 1 for some ui e c j ,  or f (u i ,  ) = 0 for some (ti, e cj. This means 
T' includes ome ttij corresponding to an element in c j, which means  T t (c j )  = Yes.  
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(===~) Suppose we can form a perfect heory Topt by adding some set of rules to {}. 
First, Topt must entail each "b : -  u i ,  ~2i" rule. If  Topt also entails both of {ui, Ui}  
for any i, then it will return the wrong answer to the b query. We can therefore assume 
that Topt entails at most one from any pair {ui, fii}. We can further assume that Topt 
includes (at least) one of the literals from each cj = {~jl, ~j2,/~j3} clause, as otherwise 
Top t would return the incorrect answer to the ~j l  V U j2 V l l j3 query. Now define the 
assignment f : U ~ {0, 1} by f(ui) = 1 iff T,,pt ~ ui, and f(ui) = 0 otherwise; and 
observe (immediately) that f satisfies ~p. [] 
Theorem 4. For K = ~ (14~) ,  the THREVprop.Atom,Perf[T K ] decision problem is NP- 
hard. This is true even if we consider only labeled queries produced by an OHorn oracle 
(i.e., even when we know there is a Horn theory that correctly labels all of the queries). 
Proof. We reduce 3SAT (Definition A.2) to this problem: Given any 3SAT formula ~o = 
{cl, c2 . . . . .  cm} over the variables U = {ul . . . . .  un}, use the following (n + 1)(n + 3m)- 
clause theory 
[b/k - fii. fo r i= l  fo rk=0 n. Ui, n,  
T~ = / c~ : - ui. whenever ui ~ c j, for k = 0 . . . . .  n. 
[ c} : - u i -  whenever (~i e c j, for k = 0 . . . . .  n. 
and let S~ be the following (n + m)(n + 1) query/answer pairs: 
[ (b,; No) fo r i= l  n, k=O n. ] . . . . .  . . . . .  
S¢= (c~; Yes)  fo r j= l  . . . . .  m, k=0 . . . . .  n. 
Finally, let K = K(T¢)  = n = f2( I~f~l ) .  
We need only show that there is a theory Topt 6 TK[T~] whose error is ERR(Topt) = 0 
iff there is a satisfying assignment of ~0. 
This proof differs from the proof of Theorem 3(c) only by using the fact that there are 
n + 1 "copies" of each query to eliminate degenerate solutions: As we can modify at most 
,, k n rules (using any of the transformations), we cannot simply delete the n + 1 b i • - 
u i ,  fii" rules for any i; nor can we avoid the effect of these rules by simply adding a 
new antecedent to each. We must therefore assume that some "b~ : - u i ,  ~5i" rule will 
appear in the final Topt, for each i, which means (as Topt(b k) = No) that Topt will not 
contain both ui and aSi. By a similar counting argument, we cannot simply add n + 1 new 
k atomic clauses to Topt. For each j ,  therefore, the only way to insure Topt(C~) = Yes  c j  
for all k is if Topt includes a literal corresponds to some element of cj (e.g., some uji). 
To show that these labeled queries are from some function in OHorn, notice they are 
satisfied by the theory that contains exactly the m x (n + 1) singleton clauses c~, for 
j = 1 . . . . .  m, k =0 . . . . .  n. [] 
Theorem 5. Unless  P = NP, none of 
MINTHREV prop,Disj[ T~], MINTHRE V predCal, Horn[ T v~] 
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and 
MINTHREV prop,Atom[ Y K ] 
is POLYAPPROX. 
Proof. All three proofs use the following result: 
Definition A.3 (MINCOLOR Minim&ation Problem [30, p. 191]). Find the minimal k 
such that G is k-colorable, where a graph G = {N, E) is k-colorable if there is a function 
c :N  w+ {1 . . . . .  k} such that V(nl, n2) 6 E, c(nl) --fi c(r/2). 
Theorem A.I  (Lund and Yannakakis [52]). Unless P --- NP, there is a ~ e I~ + such 
that no polynomial time algorithm can find a coloring for  arbitrary MINCOLOR graphs 
G = {N, E} within afactorof lNI  ~ ofoptimal. (That is, MINCOLOR is not POLYAPPROX.) 
(a) We use the following reduction to show that MINTHREVprop,Disj[~ "°°] is not 
POLYAPPROX: Given any graph G = (N, E}, let TG = {} be the empty theory, and let 
Sc be the following M = [NI + INI 2 + let × INI 2 + IN[ query/answer pairs (requiring 
INI 2 + INI 3 + [El × INI 3 + tNI z symbols): 
{Cnl , j  V Cn2, j  V . ' '  V CniNl, j  ; NO) 
{Cn, l V Cn .2V  . . .  V Cn, pN]; Yes )  
(viol :-Cn,j, Cm, j; Yes) 
(viol; No) 
for j = 1 . . . . .  IN[. 
forn 6 N. 
(Ask each query IN[ times.) 
for (n, m) e E, j = 1 . . . . .  I NI. 
(Ask each query IN[ times.) 
(Ask this query ]gl times.) 
To understand the connection between these propositions and the MINCOLOR problem, 
think of Cn,j as meaning that the node n should be colored with the color j ;  i.e., c(n) --- j 
for the coloring c : N ~ { l . . . . .  IN [}. The first set of queries eeks to minimize the number 
of distinct colors in c's range; the second set of queries attempts to insure that c is complete: 
if they are all satisfied, then each node has at least one color; the third and fourth sets 
attempt o insure that c is a legal coloring: if they are all satisfied, then no pair of nodes 
connected by an edge will have the same color. 
We now show that there is a theory Tc 6 T°°[TG] whose error is ERR(Tc) = C/M,  iff 
there is a solution to the MINCOLOR problem G using C colors. 17 
(¢==) Given any legal coloring function c : N ~+ { 1 . . . . .  [NI} whose range has C values, 
form a new Tc theory by adding to TG the singleton literal Cn,c(n) for each n E N, as 
well as the clause "v io l  : - Cn,j, era, j.'' for each (n, m) e E and each j = 1 . . . . .  IN[. 
Notice this Tc will satisfy each of the final three sets of queries, and fail to satisfy exactly 
C of the first set; hence ERR(Tc) = C/M.  
17 To simplify the presentation, wewill assume that C < INI. 
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(==*) Suppose there is a theory Tc ~ Y°°[Tc]  whose error is ERR(Tc) = C/M. 
Observe first that Tc cannot violate any of final 3 sets of queries, as that alone would 
produce an error of INI/M, which is more than C/M. We can therefore assume that 
T C entails the second set of queries which means, for each n E N, there is (at least) 
one j such that Tc entails ¢n,j .  We can therefore define c:  N w+ {1 . . . . .  INL} by 
c(n) ----- minj{ j ]Tc (cn . j )  : 1 }. As Tc entails each "v io l  : - On,j, Cra, j." rule but 
does not entail v io l ,  it cannot entail both Cn,j and Cm, j for any in, m} E E and any j ,  
which means c defines a legal coloring. As Tc ' s  error, C/M, is all due to violations of the 
first set of queries, the c function can use at most C colors. 
Now suppose, for every 8 e R +, there is a poly-time algorithm B~ such that, for any 
theory+labeled-query-set x = (T, S), B~({T, S)) returns a theory T~ ~ YaC[T] whose 
error is within a factor of Ixl ~ of the error of the optimal Topt E Y~[T] ;  i.e., such that 
ERR(B6 (x))/ERR(Topt) <~ Ix 18. We could then use these algorithms to find approximately 
optimal solutions to any MINCOLOR problem: 
Given any MINCOLOR problem G = (N, E) (with INI >1 2), use the above transforma- 
tion to form xG = {TG, SG). Let C* E Z + be the optimal solution to G (i.e., the minimal 
number of colors); this corresponds to the optimal solution for XG, call it TG,opt, whose 
error is ERR(TG,op~) = C*/M. Now use the B~/6 algorithm to produce a theory TG,6/6 
with performance ratio 
C~/6 / C* C~/6 
ERR(TG'3/6)/ERR(TG'°pt) = --'M-" M -- C* 4 [(To, SG)I ~/6 <~ (INI6) U6 = INI 8 
(recall that ITGI = 0 and [SGI = IN[ 2 + IN] 3 + IEI x LN[ 3 + INI 2 < IN16 symbols for 
IN[ ~> 2). Notice this corresponds toa feasible MINCOLOR solution to G using C~/6 colors, 
meaning we would have produced a solution to G with a performance ratio of under ]NI ~ 
in polynomial time. As this ~ is arbitrary, this contradicts Theorem A. 1, assuming P # NP. 
(b) To prove that MINTHREVpredCaI, Horn[Y ~] is not POLYAPPROX: Given any graph 
G = (N, E), let Tc  = {} and 
SG = 
(c (x ,  j ) ;  No) fo r j= l  . . . . .  IN[. 
(Ask each of these INI queries 1 time.) 
{c(n, Y); Yes) fo rnEN.  
(Ask each of these INI queries IN[ times.) 
(v io l (X ,  Y) : -  c (X ,  Z ) ,  c (Y ,  Z); Yes) 
(Ask this single query INI times.) 
{v io l (n ,  ra); No) for {n,m) E E. 
(Ask each of these IEI queries IN[ times.) 
Here c (n, j ) means the node n should be colored with the color 5. 
We can use essentially the same arguments used above to show that there is a theory 
Tc e Y~[TG]  whose error is ERR(Tc) = C/M, iff there is a solution to the MINCOLOR 
problem G using C colors; and then show that this correspondence is sufficient o show 
that MINTHREVpredCaI, Horn[Y vc] is not POLYAPPROX, unless P = NP. 
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(c) To show that MINTHREVprop,Atom[T K ] is not POLYAPPROX, we identify the graph 
G = (N, E), with 
l use_colorj : -  Cn ,  ] . 
TG-----Ivi°ik :- Cn,j, Cm, j. 
I 
Ic°l°redkn :- Cn,]. 
/ 
fo rneN,  j=  1 . . . . .  INI. | 
/ for (n, ra) • E, [NJ:]. 1 . . . . .  INI, and k = 0 . . . . .  
for n • N, j = 1 . . . . .  [NI, and k = 0 . . . . .  INI. 
and SG with the M = INI + INI(INI + 1) + [NI2(]NI + 1) query/answer pairs: 
(use_color j; No) 
(violk; No) 
colore~; Yes> 
for j -- 1 . . . . .  INI. 
for k = 0 . . . . .  IN[. 
(Ask each of these IN[ + 1 queries IN[ times.) 
forn • N andk = 0 . . . . .  INI. 
(Ask each of these Igl × (IN[ + 1) queries IN[ times.) 
and finally, let K ----- K (TG) = r NI. The trick here is use the multiple copies of the literals 
to avoid degenerate solutions (see proof of Theorem 4). 
To show there is a theory Tce  yK[TG] whose error is ERR(Tc) = C/M, iff there is a 
solution to the MINCOLOR problem G using C colors: 
(,~ ) Given any legal coloring function c : N ~ {1 . . . . .  INf} whose range has C values, 
form a new Tc theory by adding, for each n, the single literal en, c(n). Notice this Tc will 
satisfy each of the final two sets of queries, and fail to satisfy exactly C of the first set; 
hence ERR(Tc) = C/M. 
(==>) Suppose there is a theory Tce  7"K[TG] whose error is ERR(Tc) = C/M. As 
yX  transformations can modify at most K of the rules, notice Tc e yK  (TG) must include 
at least one of the "v io l  k : - Cn,j, c~,] ." rules (for each (n, m) • E). Hence, if Tc 
included both {cn,], era, j} for any arc (n, m) • E, it would answer the corresponding 
"v io l  k'' query incorrectly, producing an error of at least (INI + I)/M, which strictly 
exceeds the assumed error of C/M. We can therefore assume Tc includes at most one of 
each {Cn,j, Cm, j} pair. By a similar argument, Tc must include at least one c=,j for each 
n; otherwise some co lo redkn  query would be answered incorrectly, which would force 
ERR(Tc) ~> (INI + 1)/M. 
Our quota of I NI symbols is just the number needed to add exactly one {cn,j }j for each 
node n • N, as required to satisfy the co lo red~ queries. We can, therefore, define a 
coloring c: N ~ {1 . . . . .  INI} by letting c(n) = )~(j){cn,j • Tc} be the single j for which 
Tc includes the literal Cn, j. Now observe that c is a feasible solution to MINCOLOR, as 
every node has a color, and no arc connects two nodes of the same color. Notice finally 
that Tc satisfies the final two sets of queries, meaning it is only inaccurate on some set of 
exactly C (use  co lo r  j; No) labeled queries, meaning the associated coloring c requires 
exactly C colors. 
(The rest of this proof is isomorphic to the final piece of part (a), shown above.) [] 
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Theorem6.  For each S E {,,[--R.+A, y -R ,  y+A}, ,SK E {,,[,-R=K, +A:K, T-R=K, 
T+A=K}, ~ E { "1 "+R'-A, y+R, T-A}, ~K C { T +R=K' -A=K, y+R=K, T-A=K}: 
(1) It is easy to solve 
(a) THREV prop,atom, Perf[S], and 
(b) THREV prop,Horn, Perf[~]. 
(2) Each of the fi~llowing is NP-hard: 
(a*) THREV prop,Atom,Opt[S], 
(b) THREV prop,Horn,Perf[S], 
(C*) THREV predCal,Atom,Perf[8], 
(d*) THREV prop,Atom, Perf[SK ]. 
(3) Each of the Cbllowing is NP-hard: 
(a*) THREV prop,Atom,Opt[~], 
(b) TUREV pn}p,Disj, Perf[~ ], 
(C) TnREV eredCal,Atom,Petf[~ ], 
(d*) THREV Prop,atom, eerf[~ K ]. 
(The "* "s above indicate that the problem is hard even if the target function is constrained 
to be in Onorn.) 
Proofi (la) To deal with THREVpn,p,Atom.Perf[Y --R'+A] and THREVprop,Atom,Perf[y-R]: 
For each labeled query {v,No), use the r DR transformation to delete each rule 1):- - . . .  
whose head matches v; then check if the resulting theory T' is perfect. To handle 
THREVprop,Atom.Pe~f[T+A]: For each labeled query (q), No} where T(~o) = Yes,  note that 
T must include at least one rule of the form "q) : - a l . . . . .  ak ."  (where k ~> 0). 
To each such rule, add in a new unsatisfied literal gfalse. In all cases, after performing the 
appropriate transformations, return Yes iff the resulting theory is perfect. 
( lb) To deal with THREVprop,Horn,Perf[Y +R] and THREVprop,Horn,Perf[y+R'-A]: For 
each positively-labeled query (4~, Yes),  use the r~ -n transformation to add in the (possibly 
new) clause qS; then return Yes iff the resulting theory is perfect. We can use a similar 
approach to handle THREVprop,Horn,Perf[y-A]. 
(2a*) We reduce the following NP-complete problem to T HREVprop,Atom ,Opt [T-R]: 
Definition A.4 (MINHITSET Decision Problem [30, p. 222]). Given set of elements 
X = {xl . . . . .  xk}, collection C = {ci} of subsets of X where each ci c_ X, and integer 
k 6 Z +, is there a subset of X of size k that intersects each subset ci ; i.e., a set S C X such 
that ISI = k and S I'? ci # {] for all ci ~ C? 
Given an arbitrary instance of MINHITSET (X, C, k), let 
Xj. for xj ~ X. I 
TDR ! ci : -  x j .  wheneverx j6c i .  
and 
(xj; NO) 
SDR = / (Ci; Yes)  
for x j ~ X. 
for ci ~ C. 
/ 
(Ask each of these IXI queries 1 time.) 
! (Ask each of these ICl queries IX[ times.) 
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Now observe that there is a hitting set of size k iff there is a theory T' c T-R[TDR] 
formed by deleting clause from TDR, whose error is p = k/(lXI × ( I f l  + 1)): 
( >) Suppose {X, C) has an hitting set of size k; call this set S = {xi}/k=l C X. Let 
= X - S --= {xi}7=k+ 1 be the complement of this set, and let Ts c T-R[TDR] be the 
theory obtained by deleting the corresponding xi literals, i = k + 1 . . . . .  IX I; hence the 
only x is  in Ts 's  theory correspond to elements of S. As S is a hitting set, Ts will contain 
at least one xi for each c j ,  and so it will still be able to derive each c j .  As it is also able 
to derive each of the k literals in S, its expected error is k/(lXI x ([ C[ + 1)). 
(4---) Suppose we can delete a set of rules from TDR to form a theory T' ~ T-R[TDR] 
whose error is p. As deleting any "ci  : - x j . "  rule can only be detrimental, we will only 
consider deleting some of the Xi  atomic clauses; let S = {xi } be the set removed, leaving 
only the set S. Now observe that this S corresponds to a hitting set S C X of size k: First, if 
S was not a hitting set, then T' would be unable to derive some c j ,  which would prevent it 
from obtaining the needed accuracy. Second, if S had more than k elements, then T's error 
would again be over p. 
The proof fo r  THREVprop,Atom, Opt[Y -R'+A] is identical to the one shown above, given 
the observation that adding antecedents o any "ci : -  x j . "  rule is detrimental, and 
adding any antecedents o a "x j  ."  clause has the same effect as deleting it. This second 
observation is used to handle THREVprop,Atom, Opt[T-A]: Simply repeat he above proof, 
just substituting the operation of "adding the gfatse antecedent to the "x j  ."  atomic clause 
(forming xj : - gfatse)" for the "deleting the xi clause" used above. (Notice that both 
operations have the same effect: of preventing xi from being entailed.) 
(2b) We use 3SAT (Definition A.2) to show that  THREVprop,Horn,Perf[Y -R] is NP-hard. 
Given any 3-CNF formula q), let 
b i 1]. i . for i = 1 . . . . .  n. ] 
/ : -  ui,~Si, fori----1 . . . . . .  n. T~p -- Cj  : - U i . wheneverui ~ cj. 
c j  : - fii • whenever  Ft i E c j  
and 
(c j ;  Yes) 
S~= (b : -  U i ,  
(b; NO) 
Notice deleting any "Cj 
for i ----- 1 . . . .  ,m. 
fii; Yes)  for/---- 1 . . . . .  n. 
: - U i . " or "c j  : - l ]  i . "  rule can only be detrimental for the 
c j  queries, and deleting any '% : - u i ,  0t i  • " rule can only hurt the corresponding non- 
atomic queries. Hence, the only way we can form a perfect Tperf ~ y-R [T~] is by deleting 
some subset of the ui or tli atomic clauses. Now just re-use the same arguments used to 
prove Theorem 3: We must remove (at least) one of each {ui, t]i } pair to satisfy the first 
set of queries, suggesting an assignment f :  U w-~ {0, 1} by f (u i )  -= 1 iff ui 6 Tperf; and 
then observe that f satisfies ~p as it satisfies each clause c j ,  as  Tper f (c j )  = Yes .  
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To show that THREVprop,Horn,Perf[Y -R'+A] and THREVprop, Horn,Perf[T +A] are also 
NP-hard, just observe that adding any antecedents o any of the non-atomic lauses is 
counter-productive; and adding an unsatisfied £false to any ui has the same effect as deleting 
this atomic clause. 
(2c*) To handle THREVpredCal,Atom,Perf[T-R], use 
ui (0) . ]]i (0) • u i (1 )  . 1]i (1) . for i  = 1 . . . . .  n. 
, b i (X )  : -  u i (X ) ,  u i (X ) ,  fo r i : l  . . . . .  n. 
Tv = c j  (X) : -  ui (X) . whenever ui 6c j .  
c j  (X) : -  ~5i (X) . wheneverlTi 6 cj. 
and 
(bi (:l.) ; No) 
S~= l(Cj(1); Yes) 
I <bi (0); Yes> 
for i = 1 , . . . ,n .  
for i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
fo r /= 1 . . . . .  n. 
Here, we identify U i (1) (respectively, U. i (1 ) )  with the literal Ui (respectively, /]i); the 
u i (O)  anda l i (O)  values are used to prevent he "bi (x)  : -  u i (X ) ,  lii (x)  ." rules 
from being deleted, as deleting such rules would prevent the remaining theory from 
answering the final set of queries correctly. Hence, we can only consider deleting the 
atomic ui ( 1 ) and ~li ( 1 ) clauses, which leads to the same basic proof shown above. 
There are two situations to consider when dealing with THREVpredCal,atom, Perf[T "-R'+A ] 
and THREVpredCal, Atom,Perf[hf'+A], depending on whether with underlying languages in- 
cludes equality. If  it does not, then the above proof also holds for 
THREVpredCal,Atom, Perf [ Y -  R, + A ], 
as there is no advantage to adding an antecedent. Here, we can deal with 
THREV predCaI,Atom, Perf[ Y + A ] 
by replaying this proof, but replacing the operation of deleting a Hi ( 1 ) atomic clause with 
the operation of adding an unsatisfied antecedent, to form "ui ( 1 ) : - £fatse. ". 
The situation is slightly trickier if we allow equality. Here, there is a perfect heory in 
Y+A[T~], formed by simply adding a "x=0"  to each "bi (X) : -  Ui (X) , ~i (X) ." 
rule, forming "bi (X) : -  ui (X) , fii (X) , X=0." .  To get around this problem, we 
' by including a new set of 2n literals, ui (2)  and " which differs from T~0 can use T~0, 
0.i (2) for each i = 1 . . . . .  n; and S~ which includes all of S~ as well as the n additional 
(bi ( 2 ) ; Yes)  query/answer pairs. Here, the simple trick of adding the "X= 0" antecedents 
is not sufficient; this forces the revision system to use the changes hown above. 
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(2d*) To show that THREVprop,Atom,Perf[T -R=K ] is NP-hard (where K/> n), use 
ui .  ~i.  fo r i= l  . . . . .  n. 
b k : -u i ,  tl i. fo r i= l  . . . .  ,n ,k=l  . . . . .  K. 
T~ = 
cj  : -  u i .  wheneveru iEc j .  
c j  : -  [ i -  wheneverf i i6c j .  
S~0 = [ (bk; No) fo rk= l . . . . .  K. / 
{Cj; Yes) fo r /=  1 . . . . .  m. ] 
As we can only "spend" K on delete-rule transformations, we cannot delete all 3K symbols 
of the "b k : - u i ,  fii -" clauses for any i, meaning we cannot afford to leave both 
{ui, fii } in the final theory; the proof then reduces to the solution shown above. 
Similar proofs deal with 
THREVprop,Atom,Perf[r +A=K] and THREVprop,Atom, Perf[.'f,-R=K, +A=K]. 
(3a*) To show that THREVprop,Atom, Opt[Y +R] is NP-hard, we reduce to it the NP- 
complete MAX1NDSET decision problem (Definition A. 1). Given any graph G = (N, E) 
with nodes N and edges E, and specified size of the independent set k, use 
TG={b :- n, m. for{n,m)~ E} 
and 
I (n j; Yes) for nj e N. (Ask each of these IN[ queries 1 time.) 
S~; 
I / (b; No} (Ask this query INI times.) 
Now observe that G has an independent set of size k iff there is a theory Toot e y+R [TG ] 
formed by adding new rules to Ta,  whose error is p = (INI - k)/2lNl: 
(==*) Suppose G has an independent set of size k; call this independent set U = 
{ni}k 1 C N. Let Tu be the theory obtained by adding to TG the corresponding ni atomic 
clauses, i = 1 . . . . .  k. As U is independent, i  contains at most one of any (n, m} c E pair, 
which means Tu can contain at most one of any {n, m} pair, which means Tu will not 
entail the b literal. As Tu also entails only k of the INI nj  literals, its error is INI - k. 
(¢==) Suppose we can add a set of clauses to Ta,  to form a theory T' whose error is p. 
Notice first that the obvious clauses to add are of the form ni; adding in any other clause 
can only hurt. Let U = {ni } be the set added. If this U includes both the literals n and m 
corresponding to any "b : - n ,  ra." rule, then T' would entail b, which alone would 
prevent T's error from equaling p. We can therefore assume that U includes at most one of 
any pair {n, m}, which means that u corresponds to an independent set. As ERR(T') = p, 
this set must contain k elements, as desired. 
The above proof for THRgVmvp,Atom.Opt[Y +R] deals only with transformations that 
add clauses; an isomorphic proof holds for TUREVerop, Atom, Opt[T -A'+R] based on the 
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observation that deleting antecedents can only be detrimental. We can also use an virtually 
isomorphic proof to deal with THREVprop,Atom,Opt[T'-A]: Here, use the theory 
TG,={b :-- n,  m. for(n,m) eE ,}  
nj : - g.fal,e, for nj E N 
(notice ~.false is not in TG,), and the same SG shown above. We can then simply repeat 
the above proof, just substituting the operation of "deleting a gfalse literal from an 'n j  • - 
gfatse.' clause", for the "adding in an ni literal" used above. Notice immediately that both 
operations have the same effect: of causing ni to be entailed. (Notice also that deleting any 
other antecedent, in particular, from any "b : - n ,  m."  rule, can only be detrimental.) 
(3b) The proof for THREVprop,Disj.Perf["l ~+R] is the same as the proof of Theorem 3(d). 
Similar proofs apply to THREV prop, Disj,Perf[ T - a ] and THREV prop,Disj, Perf[ T+R'-A ]. 
(3C) These proofs are identical to the proof of Theorem 3(c). 
(3d*) To show that THREVprop, Atom,Perf[T "+R=K] is NP-hard (when K ) n), use 
b : -  u i ,  
T~o = c5 ui. 
/c5 oi 
(b; No> 
$9 = (C5; Yes} 
t2i. for i  = 1 . . . . .  n. 
whenever ui E C j,  k = 0 . . . . .  K. 
whenever f i ie  c j, k --- 0 . . . . .  K. 
/ 
for i  = 1 . . . . .  m, k=0 . . . . .  K . /  
J 
As we can only "spend" K on add-rule transformations, we cannot add all K + 1 symbols 
of the "c k'' atomic clauses for any j query, meaning we must add at least one ui or t2i J 
atomic clause for each associated cj clause. The proof then reduces to the solution shown 
above. 
Similar proofs deal with 
TnREVprop,Atom,Perf[T -A=K] and THREVprop,Atom, Perf[7,+R=K, -A=K]. [] 
Theorem 7. Unless P = NP, none of the following is POLYAPPROX: 
(1) MINTHRE V predCaI, Atom[,5] and MINTHREV prop,Horn[ S] for ,5 E { T -R' + A 
y+A}, 
(2) MINTHREV predCal,Atom[Q] and MINTHREV pror, Disj[Q] for G E { y+R,-A 
y-A},  
(3) MINTHREVprop.atom[Yt]forY "r 6 {y+A=K,-R=K), y -R=K,  y+a=K, 
y-A=K,+R=K, y+R=K, y -a=K}.  
, y -R ,  
y+R, 
Proof. Each of these proofs is a modification of Theorem 5, based on a reduction from 
MINCOLOR (Definition A.3). 
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(lb) Given any graph G = {N, E), let TD~ be 
[cn, j  • for n • N and j : 1 . . . . .  INI, ] 
I 
: / co lo redn  : -  Cn,j. fo rn•Nand j= l  . . . . .  INI, 
TDR 
[v io l  : -  Cn,j,Cm, j . for(n,m) eE ,  and j= l  . . . . .  [N], 
/ 
[use_co lo r ]  : -  Cn,j. fo rn•N, j : l  . . . . .  IN[. 
and let SDR be the following M = [N[ + [N[ 2 + [N[ + [El x [N[ 2 + [NI 3 query/answer 
pairs: 
(use_color] ;  No) 
(coloredn; Yes} 
{viol; No) 
{viol : - Cn, j, Cm, j; Yes) 
(use_co lo r ]  :- Cn,j; Yes} 
for j = 1 . . . . .  [NI. 
forn eN.  
(Ask each of these queries IN[ times.) 
(Ask this query [gl times.) 
for (n,m) e E, j = 1 . . . . .  ]N[. 
(Ask each of these queries IN] times.) 
fo rn  • N, j = 1 . . . . .  ]N[. 
(Ask each of these queries IN[ times.) 
As in Theorem 5 above, we show that there is a theory Tc 6 T-R[TDR] whose error is 
ERR(Tc) = C/M, iff there is a solution to the MINCOLOR problem G using C colors. 
This proof involves first observing Tc (v io l )  must be No, as otherwise ERR(Tc) will be 
at least [N]/M, which exceeds the allowed C/M. Similarly Tc must include each " r io  1 
: - cn,j, Cm, j ." rule, as otherwise its error will be at least [NI/M, due to the fourth set 
of queries. A similar argument prevents Tc from excluding any of the "use_co lo r j  
: - c~,j ." rules. As removing any "co lo redn  : - Cn,j ." rule is detrimental, we can 
assume that Tc is formed by deleting only atomic c~,j clauses, until only one such literal 
remains for each n. The rest of the proof is isomorphic to (the end of) Theorem 5(a). 
The same arguments how that adding antecedents to any non-atomic clause is 
problematic, leading to a proof that involves simply adding unsatisfied gfalse antecedents to
various c=.j clauses--all but one, for each n- -which shows that 
MINTHREVprop,Horn[T -R'+A] and MINTHREVprop,Horn[Y +A] 
are not-approximatable. 
(la) To deal with MINTHREVPredCaI,Atom[T-R], use the theory 
T~R = 
Cn,] (0) .  Cn, j (1)  . 
co lo redn  (X) : - Cn , j  (X )  . 
v io l  (X )  : -  Cn.  ] (X )  , Cm, j (X )  . 
use_co lo r j (X )  :- Cn,j(X) . 
fo rn  e N and j = 1 . . . . .  I NI." 
fo rn  e N and]  = 1 . . . . .  IN[. 
for {n, ra) e E, 
and j = 1 . . . . .  [NI. 
fo rn  e N, j ---- 1 . . . . .  [N[. 
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and labeled queries 
~R ---- 
{use_colorj (0) ; No) 
{coloredn (0) ; Yes) 
(viol (0) ; No) 
<viol (i) ; Yes) 
{use_colorj(1); Yes) 
for j = 1 . . . . .  INI. 
forn e N. 
(Ask each of these queries INt times.) 
(Ask this query INI times.) 
(Ask this query INI times.) 
fo r j  = 1 . . . . .  [NI. 
(Ask each of these queries INI times.) 
Here, the role of the (viol (1) ;  Yes) and (use_colorj (1) ;  Yes) queries are 
to prevent us from deleting either the "v io l  (X) : - Cn,j (X) , Cm, j (X) ." or the 
"use_co lo r / (X )  : -  Cn,j (X) ." rules. 
We can now re-use the same proofs presented above to show that we cannot approximate 
any of 
MINTHREVpredCal,Atom[T- R ], 
M INTHREVpredCal,Atom [T -  R, +A ] 
or 
MINTHREV predCaI,Atom [ T + A ]. 
(2a) To deal with MINTHREVpredCaI,Atom[y+R], use 
TAR:{V iO] - (X ,  Y) : - c (X ,  Z ) ,  c (Y ,  
and 
z) .} 
(C ( j ,  X) ; Yes[X/.9]) for j = 1 . . . . .  IN[. 
(Ask each of these queries IN[ times.) 
SAR:  (v io l ( i , j ) ;  No) fo r (n i ,n j )EE .  
(Ask each of these queries INI times.) 
(c(Y ,  j ) ;  No) fo r j : l  . . . . .  [N[. 
Here, if there is a coloring f :  N ~ {1 . . . . .  C} that uses C colors, we can form a theory 
T' e T+R[TAR] by adding the n atomic clauses, c ( j ,  f (n] )  ) ; and vice versa. 
We can re-use this to address 
MINTHREVpredCai,Atom[T +R'-A] and MlNTHREVpredCal,atom[y-A]. 
(2b) We use a propositional variant of the above proof to handle 
MINTHRE V prop,Disj[ T + R ]. 
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Here, T~R = {} and 
(C],k V C2,k V --. V ClNl,k; No) 
(Cj, l V C j, 2 V . . -V  Cj,IN[; Yes) 
{violi,j; No) 
{v io l i , j  : -C i ,k ,  Cj,k; Yes) 
for k = 1 . . . . .  INI. 
for j ---- 1 . . . . .  INI. 
(Ask each of these queries Ig l  times.) 
for (ni, n j  ) E E. 
(Ask each of these queries INI times.) 
for (ni, n j )  ~ E, k = 1 . . . . .  INI. 
(Ask each of these queries [gl  times.) 
Again, if there is an coloring f :  N w-> { 1 . . . . .  C} that uses C colors, we can form a theory 
T' E T+R[TAR '] by adding the n atomic clauses Cj,f(nj ) (together with the IF] x IN] 
"v io l i , j  : - ci,k, cj,~ ." clauses) and vice versa; and again, we can re-use the proof 
to deal with MINTHREVprop,Di,~j[7 "+R'-A] and MINTHREVprop,Oisj[Y-a]. 
(3) The proof for MINTHREVprop,Atom[T +R=K] is identical to the proof of Theo- 
rem 5(c). The proofs for 
MINTHREVprop,Atom[T -A=K] and MINTHREVprop,atom[T +R=K'-A=K] 
are similar. 
To handle MINTHREVprop,Atom[T-R=K]: Use as initial theory 
Tc '  = Tc U {Cn, j .}ncN, j=l  ..... INI, 
which includes all INI 2 Cn,j literals, and let K = Igl  2 - INI. Here, each plausible solution 
involves deleting all but INI of Cn, j literals, leaving one for each n. The proofs for 
MINTHREVprop,Atom[T +A=K] and MINTHREVprop,Atom['] "-R=K'+A=K] are similar. [] 
Theorem 8. For each T t ~ {T -R'+A, T --R, T +z, T +R'-A, T +R, T -A }, 
3Bt ~ Poly(MAXTHREV[Tt]) MaxPerf [MAXTHREV[T*]](B t, x ) ~< 2. 
Proof. 18 Consider first the MAXTHREV [S] situation, for any $ 6 {y -R ,  y+A, y-R,+A }. 
The following 2 × 2 grid partitions the set of queries 
T(q) = Yes T(q) =No 
O(q) = Yes Qyy QYN 
O (q) --= No QNY QNN 
Let Pi = Pr[Qi ] be the probably of encountering a query in the class Qi. (In the predicate 
calculus case, we actually require that T(q) = O(q) for each q E Qw- - i .e . ,  the binding 
lists must match. The QYN set contains the other queries q, for which either T(q)  = No 
or T(q)  = Yes[.]  but T(q)  # O(q).) The accuracy of the initial T is A (T )  = pl'l" + PNW. 
The optimal possible accuracy, for any Tj E S(T) is A( Topt ) = OptMAxTHREV S[(T, S)] 
18 1 am indebted to Tom Hancock for this construction. 
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PNN q- PYY + PNY, as any T j ,  being weaker than T, can only entail fewer conclusions; i.e., 
if T (q) = No, then T j  (q) = No for any weaker T j .  
I f  we remove all of T 's  propositions (or equivalently, add a new unsatisfied literal as a 
new antecedent to each clause), the resulting degenerate T~ = {} would have an accuracy 
score of  pNr" + pUN (as it would no longer be able to derive any of  the conclusions in 
Qug, which is desired). Now let B(-) be the best possible polynomial  t ime algorithm; 
i.e., the algorithm that, given any (T, S) can produce the revised B((T,  S}) = T* c S(T)  
with the best score over all polynomial  t ime algorithms. Notice trivially that A (B(T)  ) /> 
max{p~ + PNN, pug + PNN} = PNN q- max{pry,  PNY}, as B(.) could simply leave T as 
it was, or delete all of  its clauses. Hence, 
opt(T) PNN + PYI" + PNY PYY a t- PNY 
- - ~  <, <~2, 
A(B(T) )  PNN + max{pyy, pug} max{pry,  pug} 
as claimed. 
For the MAXTHREV[~]  situation, for any g3 E {T +R, T -A,  y+R, -Z  }, just use the 
observation that adding a new rule (or deleting an existing antecedent) can only cause 
previously underivable queries to be derivable, while those that could already be derived 
remain derivable. Hence, we need only reverse the roles of  the T (q )  = Yes  and T (q)  = No 
columns. [] 
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